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MSU fails to
meet minority
levels of state
!3Y PATRICIA CASH
Reporter

Murray State University
and three ot h er Kentucky
state univer sities failed to
meet
de seg rega t ion
standards ' set by the General
Assembly last year .
· Murray State, along with
Northern Kentucky, Western
Kentucky and Eastern
Kentucky Universities, did
n ot meet the 40 percent
attainment level of their
1994-95 goal set by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
The Council defined
r ea sonable progress toward
t he 1994-95 desegregation
goal as 40 percent by the 199192 academic year and an
additional 20 per cent in each
succeeding year resulting in
100 percent attainment
during the 1994-95 year.
The areas of concern are
percen tages of Kentucky resident African -American
students enrolled, r etent ion
rate , gra duation rate and
percentage s of AfricanAmerican administrators ,
faculty and staff.
Among
th e
factors
con sidered in setting the
goals for each school was the
numb er
of
African Americans in tb&..area.& from
which the schools draw most

of their student body.
. The consequences for the
four schools will be that they
will not be able to get
approval or funding for new
degree programs.
This fact bas put two
proposed programs on hold at
MSU. A master's degree
program in wat.er science
and a two-year associate's
degree
program
in
agriculture will not be
approved next year.
"We will be unable to have
any new degree programs
approved by the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education
until we meet or make
reasonable progress toward
our goal," said James Booth,
MSU provost and vice
president for academic and
student affairs.
Western
Kentucky
University will also have to
delay the institution of new
programs, but officials are
not identifying which ones.
Both Eastern Kentucky and
North e rn
Kentucky
universities will not be
affected as far as new degree
programs are concerned.
Neither has any programs
ready for approval.
Of the four universities
named, Murray State made
Please ,see MINORITY

Winslow
security
area now
offered

DERBY DAYs

By J ASON CROSS
Reporter

Photo by J~D COOK

Brad Henshaw, left, senior from Harrisburgh, Ill., tries to make a cake on Matt
Berhaw's face. Ber haw, senior from Mayfield , sits calm ly through the make-over
)Yhic;h waa J part of Sigma Chi Derby Day& held March 17·19.
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Waterfield installs computers
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Editor in Chief

Waterfield Library is
gettin g a make-over for the
computer a ge with the
ins t a llat ion of 12 n ew
computer t e rminals for
public u se.
The computers were turned
on Tuesday at 8 a.m. for the
first public inspection.
Coy H a rmon , dean of
libraries, said the computers
had cr owds around them all
day Tuesday .
''There were times during
the d ay wh en a ll 12
ter minals were being used,"
he said. "We want people to
learn how ,t o use them. I even
went t o students who were
using the card catalogue to
ge t them to use the
computers."
Harmon said although the
system is on -lin e right now,
n ot all of the programs are
operational yet .
He said you can use the
computers to look up any of
the catalogued materials in
Waterfield or Pogl.}e Library.
This covers all books and
maga zines.
"If they read t h e screens
a n d follow direct ions it's
easy to use," h e said. ''This
generation of students isn't
afraid to use the computers.
This is the video arcade
generation, who have grown

Murray State students can
now take their bookbags to
Winslow without a worry.
Dorothy Miller, manager
of Food Services, said
students no longer have to
worry about having their
bookbags and other personal
items stolen from· the
cafeteria storage blocks.
Beginning March 16,
Winslow Cafeteria has a
d esignated area where
students can check their
personal items v,rhile they are
eating.
Dorothy Higgerson, Food
Services employee, will be in
charge of checking in the
· articles at cafeteria. She will
be assisted by Sheri Embry
and Terri Gillespie, two
student workers hired to
work in the new facility.
The system works as
follows:
8 Students that check an
i tem at the counter will
~eceive a number.
• When they finish eating,
s tudents exchange the
number for their personal
items.
8 If a number is lost, the
individual must show proper
identification to reqeive their
articles t o ins ure proper
ownership.
•

Music department
studies program cuts
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Photo by PATRICK DUERR

A student tries out t he new computers In the Waterfield Library . The c omputers were
opened for public use on Tuesday.

up with PCs (personal
computers) in their homes.
"You can 't hurt the
computers . If you do
something wrong you just
start over."
Harmon said the next step
will be to add dial access to
the system.
"If you don't want to come

to the library you won't have communications graduate
to," Harmon said. "You just student from Jackson, Tenn.
n eed a PC and a (phone)
Kyle Phillips, sophomore
modem. We hope to have it up agriculture business major
before the end of the semester from McClure, lll., works at
so student& can start the li brary. He said the
utilizing it."
computers signify a new age
The
computers
a·re at the library.
wonderful,
said
Dale
"It's a sign of the times,"
Wilson,
organizational Phillips said .

St udent Sicknesses - - - - - - - - •
The breakdown of what students were treated for at Student Health
Services in 1992:

Accidents, Injuries, Minor Surgery..................................... 495
Cardiovascular...................................................................414
Dermatology ....................................................................... 270
Gastrointestinal. .................................................................853
Gynecology .....................................................................2,511
Neuromuscular...................................................................418
Respiratory......................................................................4,341
Sexually Transmitted Diseases .......................................... 187
Urinary Tract Infections......................................................575
Source: MSU FACT BOOK
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Graphic by HE ATHER BEGLEY

The controversy during Clarence Thomas'
nomination to the Supreme Court helped make
sexual harassment a major issue facing working Americans today.
Sexual harassment has not been limited to
the workplace either. The issue has appeared
on college campuses across the nation and at
Murray State University. ln a graduate thesis, a
student reported results from her survey concerning this issue..
'

Stories on Page 5

Shanah South came to Murray State University lured by
the sweet sounds coming from the music department.
Today, the University is playing a tune that strikes a
sour note to South's ear.
The music department, like many areas around Murray
State, is under budgetary strains. To relieve the stress, the
orchestra and string programs may be cut.
Lawrence Mallet, chairman of the department, said
nothing has been decided about the performance group or
the major, but that just the department is evaluating ,
programs.
However, Laura Schumann, visiting instructor in the
music department who teaches violin and viola, said she
has been approached about the termination of the programs.
It has her and others in the music community preparing
for the worst, she said.
''To cut the orchestra would affect any student seeking a
comprehensive program," she said.
Currently, there are only three students majoring in
strings, which includes bass, cello, violin and viola.
However, 30 to 40 students perform in the orchestra,
making the cuts reach further than just string players.
South, senior music education major from Evansville,
Ind., said the overall effects of the cuts would be
graduating music teachers who have no exposure to
orchestral groups.
"If (the students) are not exposed to it, they will not know
what to do," she said.
While the cuts would not go into effect until the fall of
1994, after South graduates, the musician has already
started a petition drive to save the program which attracts
high school students and area musicians to play.
Please see MUSIC
Page 14

Send a kid to camp

Index

The American Humanics Student
Association will be holding fundraisers
and collecting money in order to help
underprivileged children in the area go
to the Murray YMCA Day Camp this
summer.
If you would like to help send a child
to summer day camp, please send a
check to the American Humanics
Student Association, Room 108, Carr
Health Bu ilding, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071 .
For more information, call Roger Weis
at the American Humanics office, 762-

Arts & Entertainment ................ 1 0
Campus Life ............................... 7
Cartoons .....: ............................ 11
Classifieds................................ 1 3
Commentaries .......................... .4
Focus ........................................ 5
Letters ....................................... 4
Newsbriefs ................................. 2
Police Beat ................................. 6
Oscar Predictions ..................... 1 0
Scoreboard ............................. 13
Sports ...................................... 12
Sports Notebook ...................... 13
Spotlight.. ................................ 11
Viewpoint ................................... 4
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Students quick to stereotype

NEWSBRIEFS
Artists selected for seminar

False perceptions of cultures prevalent at MSU
By TERRY HAREWOOD

~

Senior Staff Wnter

Jenille Kelly, a 1991
graduate of Mu rray State
University, is from Trinidad
and Tobago in the Caribbean.
Before
enrolling
at
Murray, Kelly spent two
years at Jackson State
University in Mississippi.
While there, Kelly said she
was approached by a
schoolmate who asked if
Trinidad was in Africa.
Kelly
said she then
explained
to
her
acquaintance that TrUildad
was located in the Caribbean.
She said that the girl then
asked, "Do you all live in the
woods and stuff like that?"
Disgusted and angry,
Kelly said sh e replied
sarcastically, "Yes, and
when I want to go from my
house to my friend's house
we swing in the trees."
This story demonstrates the

~

Currently, more than 170
internat ional students are
enrolled at MSU. Many of
them
h ave
d iff erent
experiences where a Murray
State student h as had an
inaccurate view of their
country.

Wot"tc£

Perceptt,o"'s

perceptions many people have
of other cultures outside the
United
States .
This
ignorance not only exists in
Mississippi, but also seems to
be prevalent at Murray State
University.
"Very often people have
ask e d me many ignora nt
questions abou t Germany,"
said Kath arina Rei88ing, a
senior pol itical science
major from
Ger many.
"P eople seem to think that
everybody in Ger many
drinks heavily."
But
w hat · i s
more
depressing, sh e said , is that
not only MSU students, but
adults and professors alike,
have these misconceptions of
the world.

"I think that people here
are very sheltered and
everything they think abou t
the outside world is what they
get from t h e media," said
Vincent Cornelius, president
of
the
International
Student Organization. "Unfortunately, these views are
not really true perceptions of
the outside world."
Cornelius, a student from
Antiqua, West Indies, said
th e people seem t o have
confidence in the media.
Aga inst this backgrou nd,
they tend to believe most of
what they hear or see, h e
said .

Five artists have been selected to serve as faculty for t he
Kentucky Institute for Arts in Education (KIAE>-Murray, a
two·week professional development seminar June 21 to July
2 at Murray State University.
The faculty members are Constance Alexander. president
oflntex Comunications of Murray, Lisa Payne Austin, owner
of One Sky Pottery in Louisville, Janet Caldwell; an elemen·
ta.ry education school teacher in Henderson, J ean Elvin,
visiting guest artist/director of dance at Murray State ·and
Richard Valentine, executive director of the Burt Reynolds
Institute for Theatre Training in Palm Beach County, Fla.
They will work with teachers, curriculum coordinators and
others interested in promoting and implementing the arts in
education, by getting "hands-on" experience in creative
writing, visual arts, dance, music and drama.
Those interested in participating in the workshop should
apply by May 1. For an application or more information con·
tact Bonnie Higginson, director, Kentucky Institute for Arts
in Education·Murray, at 762-6868 or 762·2500.

Cornelius
said
that
students at Murray a r e
always quick to stereotype
people from other countries.
"You tell someone that you
are from Africa and their
first perception is that you
must be poor ,'' he said. "They
tend to believe that all poor
people are from Africa. And
if you tell them th at you are
from the Caribbean they
begin to think that you don't
have elections."
Cornelius said he believes
that
instituting
a
multicultural course at MSU
would not be enough to
change people's perceptions.
Instead, if the media
produ ce more edu cational
news stories abou t other
coun tries, people would
change their warped views,
Cornelius said.

Green to preside at meeting
Joe Green, associate director of publlc safety, will preside
at the Kentucky Association of University Law Enforcement
Administrat ors meeting April 2 in Lexington.
The conference will examine topics such as the impact of
the Americans with Disabilities Act on public safety offices,
media relations, federal laws' impact on college campuses
and rape aggression defense systems.

Editor's Note: This article is the first in
a series on perceptions of the world.

Grant will help secondary schools
Tony Br annon, assistant
professor of agriculture, and
Judy Payne, assistant
professor of home economics,
will serve as co-directors of
the grant.

By ANDREA JONES
Staff Wnter

planning/steering com mitt ee
consisting of high school and
post-secondary staff that will
draw up the program.
They will also assist in
setting budgets, orchestrating
coopera tion between high
sch ool and postsecondary
level staff and a proposal
review process.
"It forces high school
students to focus on an area
of study," Payne said. "They
find an area of concentration
and develop those skills."
The tech prep edu cational
pr ogram provides technical
preparatio n
in
t he
occupational fields
of
agriculture, business and
marketing, health, home
economics and industry.
This is accomp lished
through a plan.n ed sequence
of
academic/technical
courses in high school for two

A
joint
Tech Prep
Planning
Grant
was
awarded to the Murray State
University departments of
a griculture and home
"We're u sing (the grant) to
economics by the Department update teachers in planning
for Adult and Technical local programs," Brannon
Education division of the said.
"This
includ es
Kentucky State Cabinet for workshops and tech prep
Workforce Development this fairs . "
year.
Brannon said the tech prep
The purpose of the grant is
program
is a state-wide
t o allow the two MSU
inititiative
to "encourage
departments
to
help
career:
udexploration
and
s econdary schools develop
technical
training
for
more advanced tech prep
careers."
curriculums and encourage
"It is designed to help
students to continue their
students
become more
education beyond high
successful at the university
school.
Out of 41 awarded state- level," Payne said.
To develop a tech prep
wide, the MSU grant was the
the
MSU
only
one
awarded program ,
specif'teally to a four-year departments will be assisting
secondary
schools
in
institution.

Week in Preview
• Lecture. David Natharius, 7 p.m. today, Mason Hall Auditorium.
Workshop, 9 a.m. to noon Saturday for speech communication
students. Call Sarah Blankenship at 762-4463 or 753-1348.
• Conference. Black Student Leadership Conference, 8 a.m., to·
day- Sunday, Curris Center. Call Doris Clark at 762·6836.
• Meeting. Student Alumni Association, 5 p.m., Thursday, Barkley
room. Officers for 1993-94 will be elected.
• Function. Student Alumni Association, 8 p.m., Thursday, General
Services building, newspaper stuffing. All members are encouraged to
attend .
• Conference. Lake·Land Apostolic Church of Murray, North 16
Street, hosting Kentucky District Conference of the Assemblies of the
Lord Jesus Christ April 1 and 2. Call 759·1602 or 753·5757.
• Blood Drive. Red Cross Blood Drive 11 a.m to 5 p.m., April 6- 7,
Curris Center ballroom.
• Conference. Photographers Sebastiao Salgado and John Sexton
featured in "Techniques of the Masters" videoconference Thursday,
April 8, Curris Center Barkley Room.
• Luncheon. Red Cross Leadership luncheon, 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
Tuesday. April 6, Curris Center ballroom. R.S.V.P. necessary. Call

to
four
years,
in
college/technical institution
for two years and eventually
leads to an associate degree
or technical diploma.
"It's a combination of high
school and post secondary
study that is designed to
guide students to an associate
degree," Brannon said.
The department for adult
and technical education
states in the tech prep
br ochure said that the basic
purpose of the program is to
better prepare students for
com petition in the job
market .

762·6951 .

• Lecture. Werner Fornos, president of the Population Institute, to
give lecture titled "Stabalizing the World's Population: Gaining Peo·
pie, Losing Ground," 3 p.m. Thursday, April 14, Wrather West Kentucky Museum Auditorium.
• Banquet. ~n nual Journalism radio/television banquet. 6:45 p.m.
Thursd~y, Apr!l22. Curris Center ballroom. Tickets cost $10. Last day
to buy t1ckets IS April 19 in the JRT office.

The department plans to
accomplish this goal with
structured curriculums and
higher academic standards
for students both in high
school and post secondary
institutions.

August Moon

Summer

Luncheon Specials & Buffet

internships

Candlelight Dinners
506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza

Something special every night
Open 7 days a week
Carry-out

759-4653

Alpha Delta Pi

available with
R. P. Bluegrass & Co.
Health Awaren ess Comp~ny working with
various n ational corporations and govemment
agen cies, is s eeking college students for full-time
summer work! Work available in Lexington,
Louisville, Cincinnati, and surrounding areas.

congratulates its 1993-1994 appointed officers
Holly Blalock

Guidry

$3,600.00 GUARANTEE
FOR SUMMER

I

Mo!ly Myers
-·~rcie Donkin

Plus
Sch olarships , Trips and .C ollege Credit

Carrie Bruce
Tracy Richey

Develop good communication skills while
working with individuals on health awareness
and lifestyle education programs. Gain valuable
experien ce for your resume.

Tara Gatlin

Lori Ann Kinsey

*All m aj ors considered
*No experien ce n ecessary
*'Trainin g provided

Wendy Boucher
Elisha Anderson
Chris Zabel

Birthday Chairman

Thanks to the outgoing appointed
officers. Ya'll have done a great job!
Love your sisters in All

..........

eztr

rrs

..,~

n

For more information come to the Curris Center's
Mississippi Room on Tuesday, March 30 at 9:30
a.m ., 11 a.m., 12:30 p .m., 2 p.m. or 3:30 p.m.

tr
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15 vie for pageant title
By DENISE NULL
Reporter

Photo by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

Japanese 201 and 202 will be added to the foreign language department's
curriculum this fall . Yoko Hatakeyama, above, will be teaching the new classes.
Currently, she teaches the 100-level Japanese courses.

Japariese taught at MSU
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staff Writer

Students will now be able t<.
sat isfy the bachelor of arts
language requir ement, or
t h eir
curiosity,
with
J apanese.
"Finally we are able to
offer two years of Japanese,"
s a id
Milton
Gri m es,
ch a irman of the foreign
language department.
In the past, MSU has
offered only two 100-level
Japanese classes. Starting
this fall, students will be able
to take two complete years of
the language.
The decision to offer more
courses of t he J a panese
l anguage was made only a
few weeks ago by the foreign
language department.
The classes are open t o any
interest ed stu dent, Grimes
tsaid.
J
,
,
1
The department of business
and public affairs was very
interested in seeing Japanese

$30

offered to their students since
Japan is a wor ld leader in
business, Grimes said.
"It is generally recognized
throughout the United States
that the Japanese language
and knowledge of Japan is
important," he said.
Yok o Hatakeyama teaches
J a panese 101 and 102 and
will be teaching the added
200-level classes. The classes
focu s on spoken, practical.
J apanese, Hatakeyama said.
"I let the students perform
what to say," she said. "I use
visu a l
a ids,
pictures ,
videot apes and I'm creating
a dialogue like a play."
Hatakeyama came to the
United States in 1991. She
began teaching Japanese at
Murray State in the fall
semester of 1991.
Very little, if any, .English
is
s p o k en
during1
Hatakeyama's Japanese
class. This is very different

I M,; Tu.-edct.

from most 100-level foreign
language classes.
Class time is spent by all
students participating in
diallogue among themselves
and with the teacher.
Hatakeyama teaches each
student independently to
speak and understand
themaelves and the others in
the class.
Carol Trevathan, non;
traditional student from
Murray ,
is
presently
enrolled in Japanese 102.
Trevathan bas studied
many other languages and
was eager to learn Japanese.
"It's more fun, but a lot
harder," Trevathan said.
Jason Hawkins, senior
biology major from Paducah,
is also in the Japanese 102
class.
"I •as interested in
cUlture," Hawkina eaici
"It't difficult but I really
e~oy it," he said.

AJtbough the 2Srd ann~
Mise
Murray
State
University pageant is
Saturday
n i ght,
the
contestants and organizers
began the planning and
preparation of the pageant
several months ago.
Catherine Schwier, pagean't
executive director, said the
work for this year's pageant
began as soon as last year's
pageant ended.
"I began to look for next
year's hosts as soon as
possible," Schwier said.
The hosts for this year's
pageant are MSU alumni
Eddie AJlen and Allison
Carr. Allen is the former
Student
Government
Association president. Carr
was the second runner-up in
the 1991 Miss MSU pageant.
Some
of
Schwier's
' responsibilities as executive
director of the pageant
include interviewing the
contestants, choosing the
judges and hosts and
planning the design of the
program book.
The pageant format will
Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
remain the same as last
year's competition. The day Contestants In the Miss Murray State University
of the pageant, each of the Scholarship Pageant are (front row, from left) Shannon
three judges will have a Crisp, Danlelle Ryan, Jennifer Langford, Amy Nesbitt,
seven minute interview with Carrie Cummings, Michelle Owens and Leigh Waddle;
each contestant. During the (middle, from left) Shannon Barnhill, Kym Mcintosh,
pageant, the contestants will Tina Johnson, Shannon Stroud, Shannon Wilkins and
compete in a swimsuit., Brandy Parrish; (back, from left) Tracl Grace and Melody
evening gown and interview Helgerson. The pageant will be 7:30 p.m. Saturday In
competition.
Lovett Auditorium .
·
All
the
conte stants
participate in a strenuous the pageant too seriously _diid the practices," Stroud said.
"The interview also helped
practice
schedule
in lose sight of all the fun·'tlley
me t o work on my
preparati on
for
the can have preparing for1it. P
sk ills ,"
competition. Some of the
"Don't stre ss over t h e communica tion
former contestants of the pageant too much an4 forgot~ Stroud said.
Miss MSU pageant said they your priorit ies," Thompson> , The pageant will be h eld
prepared in different ways said. "The pageant is over 7:30p.m. Saturday in Lovett
for the competition.
just like that ."
Auditorium.
Shannon Stroud, sophomore
Sara Thompson, sophomore
Tickets a r e $5 for the
printing management major financ e
major
fr om ge neral public, $3 for
from Murray, said she Paducah,
said
h e r students with MSU ID and
·talked to Miss MSU 1991, participat ion in last year's free for children under 12.
Mitzi J ones, for advice on the pageant helped her in many Tickets can be purchased at
ways:
interviews.-.#•"'...''4'
t h e Student Gove.rnmen t
"I really enjoyed getting to Association office in the
Thompson warns thi s
year's contestants not to take know the other girls during Currie Center or at the door.

REWARD YOURSELF!

CIAL

Join GM's Graduation Celebration!
\

.....

'

759-4073

Graduating
Seniors..•

~ "

_Jl

Congratulations Graduates!

Take A Test Drivel Get A Free Gtftl

\ ou'.'c: wt1rkt'd hard. accompli,hed your go.~ls and earned ~·our diploma.
~m• it'~ tune to get read~ for the G~ l College Gr:td Program. h's a
gre;urime 10 "Get to KnowGeo." "Fttl the Ht'al1bcoat of.\111eric-a." or
"Di><:O\er the Strength of Experience."

Hyou are eligible to participate in the G\f College Grad Program.
you can test drive any Che-.Tolet, Chn'Y Truck. Ceo or G\IC Trud..
)bu'lllove the experience. and receil't your choice: of a lca1her
portfolio, electronic data bank o r compact di!!C "ith our compliments.
while supplies last.

Financing Options That Are Right For You I

~

Once 1·ou\·e selected your car or truck. G:\l-\C makl's it eouy to find

Consider Graduate School

the financing option that's right for 1·ou ... from trdditional purchase to
SMARTUASE''" by GMAC or our nc:we5t option, G\IAC S\L\RTBll'.'~

at

Participate Todayl

Murray State U~versity

Graduates Get $500 Off From GMI

Give yourself an opportunity for
e Higher starting salary
e Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for Details
For more information contact:
Dr. WiUiam Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall 762-6464

If mu are ahout to graduate. ha1·e recc:ndl' graduated from a two· or
four·1·ea.r college. or are a graduate student. 1011 may qualifv! \ bu can
receiYe a ST'X>O certificate good toward an1 new Cht"llOiet, Chew Truck.
Gt'o or G\IC Truck purchased or len.~ed from a participating dealer, if
you qualify and finance through G\l -\C. lk\1 of .111. this ~pt>cial discount
is a~<lilable in additiorr 10 most other rebate\ and incenrh·c:s.

To receive your S500 certificate:, details on receiling
~our free gift for taking a test dri\e, and other
program information, please call:

1-800-964-GRAD
(Offer ExpiresApril30, 1994)

See your pettlclpe!lng Chevrolet, Chi'Ytolet Truclt, Geo or GMC Truc:ll dealer for qualtflc.tlon details.

~
11W.ICK

,

GMC::

Gee.

TRUCK.
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

New perspective
added with class

IFC handles
Greek-related
complaints

There is a saying in Europe: a person who
speaks three languages is trilingual; a person
who speaks two languages is bilingual; and a
person who speaks one language is an
American.
But the Murray State department of foreign
languages has taken a step to improve the
language skills of MSU students and to bring a
distant part of the world a little nearer to western
Kentucky by adding a second-year Japanese class
to its curriculum.
Since the marketplace has expanded to a global
scale, for MSU business students to compete, it is
imperative that they not only learn the
fundamentals of their chosen profession, but also
th e customs of those with whom they will do
business. The additional classes expand their
opportunities and give them an added skill to ply
in the marketplace.
For those students pursuing other interests or
choosing to stay closer to home, Japanese 201 and
202 pro~de a chance to glimpse a distant and
diverse culture, giving students a better
perspective from which to view their place in the
world.
By increasing its foreign language offerings,
MSU has shown, at least in this endeavor, its
willingness to listen to the needs of its students
and to act accordingly.
(I

Dear Editor:
This is a letter on behalf of :
the Intrafraternity Council :
(IFC) at Murray · State
University in response to Joe :
Baptist's letter published in '
the Feb. 12 issue of The •
Murray State News. W e •
would like to make a few ;
suggestions
and '
recommendations
for ·
reporting occurrences such as :
those described when they ·
present themselves in the ·
future.
First, we would . like to .
thank Mr. Baptist for •
bringing the matter discussed ·
in his letter to our attention. If .
there
is a
complaint
concerning a fraternity on
our campus, we want to be
made aware of it so that we
. can take the appropriate steps
to correct the situation. From
our previous experience, we
have found that almost all
matters of this magnitude can
be resolved in the IFC.

Golf, not softball, Be careful redefining roles
fits MSU to a tee
•JLli l({'f.IJ

,,t;.,

In light of the recent budget cuts and the debate
between the funding of academics verses
athletics, the Ohio Valley Conference has been
presented with what would appear to be a verY
easy decision: Whether to begin offering women's
softball or a women's golf in order to comply with
National Collegiate Athletic Association sports
sponsorship regulations. The conference made
the right choice.
In the case of MSU, softball would have
required a new softball field be built and a budget
projected at $115,110 including construction costs.
And because of the lack of popularity of the sport
in this area, most of the recruiting would have
had to be done out of state.
The estimated budget for golf is $37,610 and the
team roster can be filled with local talent.
With the current budget crunch hitting many
OVC schools, it is refreshing to find money
coming from somewhere other than higher
tuition and lower salaries. It looked like an easy
choice and looks like the right decision.
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Dear Editor:
The University president's
newsletter of a couple of
weeks ago noted that three
MSU deans recently attended
a conference where they
presented a paper in a session
entitled "Faculty Role
Redefinition and the Council
of Deans." ·
I want to congratulate those
deans and while I realize that
all implied by this activity
may amount to nothing and
that the session'n title may not
mean what it so clearly seems
to, I do have some concerns in
case it does.
First, has this redefinition
of role, and presumably of
me, already taken place or is
it still in the works?
Who decide d such a
redefining was necessary,
why was it so and why was no
faculty member I can imd
consulted on their new
definition?

The implicationa here are a
little unsettling. Maybe while
we sleep tonight someone will
redefine the faculty as
swineherds.

While a predictable number
would dutifully report to the
Expo Center the next
monilng, dung furk in hand
and
cheering
the
administration for not
redefining them as swine,
others might complain.
I would therefore like to ask
as a matter of some
importance that not just I or
the faculty but the entire
University be told what this
redefinition might comprise.
While I'm pretty sure it
doean't include the role of
ironic letter writer, until I
know for sure I may
recklessly write a few more,
the urge around here being
pretty strong and the ground
extremely fertile.

1. At your chapter business
meeting, inform your IFC
representative
of your
complaint.
In fact, not to miss an
opportunity, it is probably the
2. On behalf of your chapter,
hope of most faculty members either
you
or
your
that any new role they're representative present the
defined into will deal only complaint to the IFC at the
witli solutions inetead of next IFC meeting.
problems, thereby freeing
3. From this point, the IFC
them from the laborious and
intricate matter of teaching judicial system will begin an
investigation into the problem
students.
and take the necessary steps
1
If one
can
believe to correct it and also see that it
newspaper reports, it is does not occur again in the
difficult to see how the future.
administration could object to
We are currently revising
such a role.
the IFC constitution in an '
More rashly yet, try to effort to have a more objective
imagine the
kind
of set of guidelines that will.
university we would have if encompass most of the
faculty members could write a problems that arise. We have·
paper, whose suggestions also formed a rush committee
might be put into practice, on this semester to look at
administrator
role prob l ems such as the.
decreasing
number
of
redefmition.
students participating in
Mike Miller fraternity rush, the time
professor frame in which bids can be
department of English distr ibuted and other rush-·
related issues.
Third, in the instance Mr.
Baptist was writing about, we ,
understand that his complaint
had to be reported in a timely~
manner in order to be valid ..
tables, chairs, furniture, However, we would like to·
pianos (both grand and stress that problems of this.
upright) and any other object nature should be brought to the ,
that needs to be moved for all IFC first. Taking care of,
University functions and also problems like this is one o(
off-campus functions which the primary reasons the'
probably is called university council was developed. This:
would also help combat the
relations. Thanks Kenny!
kind of negative pubJicity the'
I d
agree that th~re is still Greek community has been.
room for restructurmg much plagued with in the past few '
of .MSU's work force, bu t I months. We do not support the·
believe that we must be aware "covering up" of information,·
that the majority of MSU's but we do support keeping
employees put the students
information on matters of this'
first.
magnitude closely held so that'
·
Money doesn't come in vast it does not get exploited.
amounts from t he wo~kers,
Let us say in conclusion
but from Frankfort, so if you that we are in no way asking
want more money for
education write your state Mr. Baptist to refrain from
using his rights guaranteed
senator about your needs.
by the first amendment. We
I agree more money is are, however, in the best
needed in education. I know interest of the Greek system,
because I'm a department asking that Mr. Baptist voice
secretary and my son is his complaints through the
currently attending MSU.
IFC and actively participate
While I've got you r with us in forming solutions
attention, I'd like to say a to problems that arise.
special thank you to the
Once again, we thank Mr.
custodians, moving crew,
campus security, pr inting Baptist for voicing his opinion
services, accoun ting and and we look forward to
anyone else who has been working with him in the near
helpful to my department so future in efforts to better our
that we could better serve the Greek system at Murray State
MSU
students
and University.
community.
John Mark McDougal
Pat Bray
IFC secretary
department secretary n
Jay Graham
department of music
IFC president ll

Writer's assessment is wrong
Dear Editor:
In reply to "MSU workers
don't work": Snot-filled
tissues, beer and other
assorted beverage bottles, gum
and candy wrappers, honkers
spit in the waste cans, broken,
rotten
p umpkins
and
watermelons on the stairs and
floors, vulgar writings on the
th
k

now they work where the
worst jobs are, not where all
the jobs are.
If there are actually many
workers hiding out until it is
time to go home, I'm sure
their supervisors would want
them reported.

But maybe they came in
half an hour early to unlock
~::::~o~rw.:!l~n!~J.to;arty~ doors for faculty, staff and
cigarette butts everywhere but students before they were even
cans ...and MSU on the clock.
the ash
workers don't work?
Or maybe they had worked
Do we have enough outdoors all day in freezing
University workers to pick up temperatures and had
after those people who don't completed their jobs a few
know how to pick up after minutes before they could
themselves? Not
clock out
,_
·
If you reall~ ~ant to A.eep
If you really believe that
t~e ~ost of tuitlon down, try people are getting paid for
plcking ~p after yourself and doing nothing at MSU, then I
encouraging others to do the challenge you to donate just
same.
one day of your time and give
As for the "majority" of them a helping hand.
workers driving around all
,
day and whistling at females,
I m . sure they would
what do you consider appreclate the help and by the
majority? Two?
end ?f the day, you'd
.d apprec1ate them.
These peop1e h ave val 1
reasons for being in vehicles
Did you know that several
all over campus. They're out people work until midnight or
there looking at which areas later just keeping these
to send the crews for cleanup, educational facilities clean
hedge trimming, mowing, (as best they can considering
shoveling snow in the cold or all the inconsiderate, trashy
any other damage that could people)!
be repaired.
Did you realize that the
The cutbacks, I'm sure, large moving crew of two are
have affected them because responsible for the moving all

Second, we would like to
recommend following the
process below for channeling
information on these matters
through the IFC.

°
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By LIBBY FIGG

Agency defines sexual harassment
Sexual harassment. Thanks to the
1991 confirmation hearings for
Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas, this topic has been
prominent in the media for over a
year.
The term may bring to mind a
highly-successful female law
professor, an embattled nominee to
the Supreme Court and the televised
hearings of riveting testimony that
focused the nation's attention on this
issue for several days during the fall
of1991.
Although Thomas was eventually
oonfi.rmed and sworn in as a Supreme
Court associate justice and Anita Hill,
hii accuser, resumed her career, the
fallout from this episode has been far
reaching. Anger toward the male
senators who questioned Anita Hill,
spurred several women to enter
congressional races and could have
been a big factor in turning 1992 into
the so-called -vear of the Woman."
Although the legal environment
may be impro'Ving and therefore may
be more supportive of women who
claim to have been sexually harassed,
it is often difficult for victims to come
forward because of embarassment or
fear of reprisals. If anything, the
Thomas/Hill ordeal brought an
emotion-packed issue to the nation's
attention and helped women in their
fight for equal rights in the
workplace.
There is often confusion about
exactly what constitutes sexual
harassment. Definitions set forth by
the government are specific and may
soon be even more specific. On March
1, the Supreme Court agreed to
clarify what conduct is considered rental manager for Fork.l.ift Systems,
Inc., from April 1985 until she
illegal sexual harassment.
The Supreme Court said it would resigx_1ed in October 1987.
Harris said she was forced to resign
rule in the case of a Tennessee
woman whose lawsuit was thrown out because of the sexually-oriented
by lower courts. The lower courts said derogatoey conduct of her supervisor,
the woman was only offended and company president Charles Hardy.
that she had not suffered "severe She said he often called her a "dumb
ass woman,,. tossed coins or dropped
psychological injury."
According to the March 8 issue of objects in front of female employees
The Bureau of National Affairs' and commented on their attire when
Employee Relations Weekly, Teresa they bent over to pick objects up. She
Harris, the plaintiff, worked as a said that Hardy also ordered her to

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

bring coffee into a manager's meeting.
Hardy testified that female
employees did not take these
incidents seriously and that they
viewed his remarks as jokes.
"The facts establish that she
conducted herself as 'one of the boys,'
enjoyed the camaraderie, and at times
utilized language, herself, that 88.Ilk
below the generally accepted norm,"
Hardy said.
The Supreme Court decision in
Harris vs. Forklift Systems, Inc. is

expected in 1994. The justices will
have to decide if workers who sue for
alleged sexual harassment must
prove that they were scarred
psychologically, not just offended,
before they can collect damages.
Federal appeals courts have been
split on the issue.
Sexual harassment is defined by the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) as "unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature when.
• "submission to such conduct is
made either explicitly or implicitly a
term or condition of an individual's
employment, or,
• "submission or rejection of such
conduct by an individual is used as a
basis for employment decisions
affecting such individual,or
• "such conduct has the purpose or
effect of unreasonably interferring
with
an
individual's
work
performance or creating
an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive
working environment."
Federal laws also explain about
defining types of sexual harassment.
The main federal law that protects
workers from sexual harassment is
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.
This law identifies two forms of
sexual harassment:
• Quid pro quo claims are made;
when a supervisor or other authority
figure demands sexual favors in
return for a job, a raise or a
promotion. He or she may threaten
retaliatory action if the worker does
not cmnply with advances. Quid pro
quo haraument can only be
committed by one who has control
over the victim's job future. Also,
harassment in a quid pro quo
situation does not have to be physical.
A supervisor who gives the best
assignments to workers who flirt with
him or her is engaging in sexual
harassment.
• The second type of sexual
harassment is the creation of a
*hoetile environment. • A hostile work
environment can be created by a

supervisor , a co-worker or anyone
else the worker comes into contact
with on the job who interferes with
the worker's job performance.
All of the following actions
constitute a sexually-hostile work
environment: discussions of sexual
activities, unneccessary touching,
comments about physical attributes,
displaying sexually-suggestive
pictures, using demeaning or
inappropriate terms ("babe," for
example), using vulgar gestures,
ostracizing workers of a particular
gender by the other gender, granting
job favors to employees w~o
participate in consensual sexual
activity and using crude or.offensive
language.
Hostile environment cases are the
most difficult type of sexual
harassment to recognize eo many
pamphlets and articles have tried to
interpret and explain the guidelines.
A fact sheet published by The
Bureau of National Affairs in
Washington D.C. said courts have
recognized that one problem is
gender-related.
"Men and women have different
levels of sensitivity- conduct that
does not offend most men might
offend mOlt women.•
The fact s~eet said studies show
that two-thtrds of men surveyed
would be. flattered by a sexual
approach m the workplace and that
only 15 percent would be offended.
These fi~s are reversed for wom~n.
These dtfferences of perspective
based on fender have led many courts
to establish a "reasonable woman•
standard for judging sexual
harassment cases. This standard
replaces the "reasonable peraon" ..
standard. In other words, "if a
reasonable wotpan would feel
harassed, har.assment may have
occured, even if a reasonable man
might not see it that way."
The fact sheet further explains that,
"because the legal boundaries are so
poorly marked, the best course of
action is to avoid all sexually
offensive conduct in the workplace."

Students face harassment
on Murray State's campus

Professional.women fall
~prey ·to harassment

S exual harassment is a reality at
Murray State University as well as at
many other colleges and universities
across the nation.
Sometimes sexual harassment in the
classroom is referred to as academic
harassment. In the first issue of "Another
Voice," a newsletter published by the
Murray State University Women's Center,
director Kimberly Barrett said, "academic
harassment can be perpetrated by both
male students and faculty. It can be as
subtle as ignoring comments and
questions of female students or as blatant
as making disparaging remarks to a
student who raises gender issues during
class."
Barrett also said that academic
harassment "often works to undermine
self confidence and prevents female
participation in class discussions."
In a recent interview, Barrett said
academic harassment can be classified as
more of a hostile environment situation
than a quid pro quo situation.
"It's (academic harassment) more like
creating an environment that's not
conducive to the development (and) the
academic and professional growth of a
female student...because of their gender,"
she said.
In April 1989, Murray State students
were surveyed about their experiences
with sexual harassment on campus as
part of a thesis written by graduate
student Shari A. Shields-Dzurny.
She said in her thesis "A Descriptive
Study of Sexual Harassment at Murray
State University," that the major purpose
of the study was "to find the rate of sexual
harassment at Murray State University."
Shields-Dzurny found that 69.4 percent of
the females and 42.7 percent of the males
who responded to the survey said they had
experienced at least one incident of sexual
harassment. Most of these incidents were
perpetrated by the student's peers and
took the form of sexist comments, undue

·

Avoiding Sexism

IICt'88Il.

Avoid the following behaviors:
./ disparaging women, particularly
their intellectual abilities and prof
essional potential.
./ using sexist humor as a class
room device.
./ making seemingly helpful
comments which imply that
women aren't as competent as
men.
./ turning discussion of a females work to her physical appearance.
./ grouping students according to sex in ways which imply that women
aren't as competent as men.
./ disparaging scholarship on or by women simply because they deal with
a female perspective.
./ questioning a student's academic commitment because of gender (e.g.,
women only come to college to find husbands).

0

.

Source: ANOTHER VOICE NEWSLETTER

attention or body language.
In addition, Shields-Dzurny found that
102 out of 140 females at the senior class
level reported at least one incident of
sexual
harassment.
Female
undergraduates reported that most
harassment from the teaching faculty took
the form of undue attention, sexist
comments, emotional come-ons, body
language and invitations.
Murray State students who believe they
have been or are being se:mally harassed
have several available resources on
campus.
"The first thing they need to do is
document what's going on. They need to
write down, to the beet of their memory.
what's going on and keep a record of it,•

Throughout the past year and a half, there have been
numerous articles in .national magazines about alleged
~fl.} harassment. Froro the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill
Situation to the Navy Tailhook scandal, sexual issues have
been splashed acroes the newspapers and on the television

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Barrett said.
The student should write down what was
said and done and date the incident. It is
also helpful to have witneues to the
incident, she said.
Barrett said the student should then talk
to the department chair and see if he can
get some help from him.
"If they don't they could come to the
Women's Center...we can provide some
support," she said.
Barrett said the Women's Center can
support studenta by informing them of the
channels through which they can seek
help. If a student decides to lodge a
formal com plaint, the student should go to
the Office of Equal Opportunity in Welle
Hall

A closer look at issues in the

=

new~

.. -o

Last year, Working Woman m~azine decided to take a
:' cloSer look at the problem. The editors asked working
· women to respond to a survey about their experiences.
They found that sexual harassment and other forms of
sexual misconduct are common in the American workplace.
'· . .More than 9,000 women responded. Some told horror
· stories about harassment in the workplace. Several women
:reported being sexually assaulted and then harassed even
after they had left their jobs.
wrhe emotional outpouring, months after Anita Hill's
testimony, indicates that sexual bullying and intimidation
is a profound and pervasive problero for many women and
most companies," said Lynn Povich, the magazine's editor.
Dr. Frances Conley, a prominent neurosurgeon, resigned
from Stanford University because.of sexual harassment she
8\lffered from her male colleagues. In the August 1992
issue of Good Housekeeping, Conley told her story.
Sexual harassment was present throughout medical
, school and.the ear]y,stages ofher.career, she said. AB she
climbed up further on the ladder of success, Conley said
that the harassment from her male co-workers remained
the same. She finally decided to go public with. her story.
-rhe tb.i.il.g that bas struck me most in all of this is how
many women have come forward with stories of being
harassed. Women everywhere are recognizing that it's time
for a change," she said..
According to "Sexual Harassment: The Inside Story," in
the June 1992 Working Woman, 30 percent of sexual
harassment incidents occur to women ages 18 to 24. The
author said this is a large number considering the small
number of women in this age group who work. "The old
prey on the young, and the powerful on the less powerful. A
female subordinate under 34 being harassed by a male over
35·je the most common scenario," the author said.
· She told one woman's story that had an ironic twist. A
female public relations manager was being continually
harassed by the director of human t:esouroes. At a business
. function, the man, who had been drinking, dragged her out
onto the dance floor, despite her protests. The woman tried
to get away without creating a scene. She said she pushed
the man as hard as she could and left. Less than a week
later, the man was fired. Fortunately for the woman, the
chairman of the boaro had witnessed the entire acene and
promptly dismissed the male offender.
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Students doubt safety

Center helps
area livestock
industry

POUCEBEAT
March 16
12:13 p.m. - Campus sirens were activated as part of an
emergency weather alert test.
3:30p.m. - Public safety received an anonymous call about
a person with a gun on campus. The incident is under
investigation.
7:41 p.m. - A faculty member reported dropping his keys
down the elevator .s haft in the Fine Arts building. The central plant was notified.

By ANGELA SCHADE
Reporter

The elevator breakdowns at
Murray State have students
irrit ated
and
raising
questions
about
the
machines' safety.
"The elevators on this
campus are not very
d ependable," said Tracy
Ba ker,
sophomore m u sic
education major from Salem.
"It is kind of frustrating to
have to walk up five flights
of stairs to get to class. The
elevators in Hart Hall are
nasty and they never work."
Steph en
Richardson,
auociate
director for
building and equipment
maintenance, said most of
the problems are because of
the controls.
The elevators take a long
time to fix because the parts
that are needed are
unavailable.
"The elevators are from 20
to 30 years old and have
electro-mechanical controls
which are wom out and the
parts are ob solete," said
Charles Outland, assistant to
the director for building and
equipment maintenance. "To
resolve the breakdown, we
r equested money to upgrade
(the elevators) with modem
electronic controls.
The electronic controls will
last longer and will meet
new requirements that have
been set. These renovations
will cost $60,000 per car,

By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

With aid from area
farmers
and
state
funding, the Breathitt
Veterinary Center is
continuing to help the
livestock industry in
Kentucky.
Wade Kadel, director of
the Breathitt Center, said
when the Center reduced
its budget last year, the
Kentucky Pork Producers,
Farm
Bureau
an d
Kentu cky Cattlemen's
Association, along with
Sen. Joe Wright, lobbied
for extra funds for t h e
center to help with
operating expenses.
"They took steps to get
us through this fiscal
year," he said.
Kadel said the center
reduced its bu dget by

$67,000.
"We
r eceived
supplemental funding so
we could help farmers
increase the profits of
their enterprises," he said.
Kadel said with the help
of these organizations, the
center received $440,000
for this fiscal year as well
as next year.
Don Kassing, vice
president of u niversity
relations
an d
administrative services,
said the center is not only
important to Murray State,
but also to citizens of
Kentucky.
"Veterinarians
and
farmers play a very
important rol e in that
place," he said.
Kadel said the center is
in support of Murray State,
but is also concerned about
providing services to the
community.
"We 're
definitely
attached to Murray State
and the policies set by the
Board of Regents," he
said.

March 17
12:09 a .m.- A Hart Hall resident reported that a naked
man entered a room laughing and then left.
1:39 a.m. - A Richmond Hall resident reported receiving
threatening phone calls.
2:19a.m. - A door was damaged in Clark Hall.
9:43 p.m. • Kenneth Hines fell while rollerblading in the
Fine Arts building and broke a window on the fifth floor.
March 19
8:06a.m. - A vehicle fire was reported in the parking lot of
the Martha Layne Collins Industry and Technology Center.
The fire department responded.
March 20
3 a.m. - Someone reported a prowler in College Courts.
Public safety discovered that the disturbance was a person
putting aluminum cans in the dumpster.
2:11 p.m - Someone reported two windows broken in
Fmnklin Hall.
11:32 p.m. - A report was received about a dead rooster in
the Regents Hall elevator. The housing staff removed the
bird.
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Students often find themselves waiting a long time for
elevators to take them to their classes. Since most
elevators on campus are more than 20 years old, the
frequent repair elevators need has students
questioning the safety of these machines.

Outland said.
Safety is another factor that
concerns students.
Outland said the elevators
are equipped with several
safety controls which will
prevent them from falling.

March 21
9:05p.m. - Someone reported that there was broken glass
in the Regents Hall parking lot. The central plant was
alerted.

Vandalism is another
reason for the elevators being
out of order. Doors are being
knocked off the track and
light grids tom down. This
can cost the University up to
a $100,000 a year, Richardson
said.

March 22
3:28 p.m.- Shane Stratton, Franklin Hall, reported a theft
from his room.
7:09p.m. - Sherl'ie Watson reported that she dropped her
keys down an elevator shaft. The central plant was advised.
8:13p.m. - A streaker was observed in the area of the Boy
Scout Museum.
9:06 p.m. - James Barnwell, Franklin Hall, reported the
theft of a compact disc player from his room.

Hubbard discusses politics
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Former Congressman Carroll Hubbard
addressed the future of politics as the guest
speaker at the Alpha Chi induction ceremony
March 22 in the Wrather Auditorium.
Hubbard, who represented the First District·
of Kentucky from 1974 until 1992, spoke on
the changes taking place in Washington,
D.C. with one party in control of both the
Con gress and the White House.
One of the first points Hubbard made was
that term limits for Congressmen are a bad
idea.
"In a sense, we do have term limits, if the

I

Congratulations
to the 1993-94
Alpha Gamma Delta
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Information for Police Beat was gathered by Leigh Landini
associate editor, from materials available to the public (ror/z
the public safety office.

people would just go vote," he said. "You
may recall what happened in the First
Congressional District last May," he said,
referring to his primary defeat.
Hubbard stressed that with the Democrats
solidly in control, finger-pointing between
parties will come to an end.
"The Democrats will now finally be able to
receive all the credit and the blame for what
ever
happens
in
the
Clinton
Administration," he said.
Hubbard, who is cutre.ntly the managii~g
director of the New York-based First Capital
~dvisers, Inc., did not comment on any
future political J>lans.

Bar-B-Q

DeUclous Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

Rae Oliver

Check out Friday & Saturday Night Buffet

T~s

special -

806 Chestnut St.

Large B-B-Q and fries · only $2.59
offer good Mar.29 - Apr.3

THE PlACE AIN'T FANCY BUr SBO J8 GOOD FOODI

'7IS3-0()4S

Sunset Boulevard Music
f7 Dixieland Center on Cheatnut Street
Juat 1 Block From MSU Dormal
H...., lhn- lal, 10-- .,..

$10FF
Any Cassette Tape
eeGUIIIO"
Your A!W..II..PI'E.

Phonee 71M1U

$20FF

Any Compact Disc

EXPIRES 4-17-93
• ~~ Car Stflreo SpeclaiiBt- CuBtom ln•tallatlon

Social Chairman ',

STUDENT AMBASSADORS
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Murray State Needs YOU...
to be a

STUD ENT AMBASSADOR!
Panhellenic Voting
PanhelleQ.ic ·.JV({n::"voting.:;·: :-:~:·;:·,:::·: ~: >··-~·
..,.-,co":..

41
, 1;: ,· . I,' .:;J•
•• •t..

.

•

We need underclassmen, graduate, and non-traditional students with:
+ Strong leadership ability • Public speaking ability + Good interpersonal skills

Christy Beane

•
.., , .

....

... ·.,

•'
I

J~

•

Love Your Sisters

• ,

Exciting activities include:
• Recruiting prospective students in 4 state area
+ Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
+ Help host exciting programs such as: Fall Senior Day I Junior Jam
+ Assist with alumni functions: Homecomi.Og I Alumni Weekend
Requirements: 2.75 overall GPA, 15 hours credit,
Any qu estions, piNse
willing to travel.
•
Applicatioa. 8l'e available in SchoU Relati0118 O«'ace, deadline AprilS. call Alison ~arshall
Interviews will be held April 7-9.
in the School Relations
IT Build.i.ne cud'ereoce room, eeco.nd floor.
Office at 762-3036
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Hotels
provide
toiletries

,

I

By MICHELLE STINNETT
Reporter

I"" ONE·WAY TRAVEL GUIDE
Here are 10 hot spots for college travel and the
~me-way r:nileage from Murray State University.
· Nashville
l ouisville
Carbondale
'Paducah
Daytona Beach
St. l ouis
Lexington
Atlanta
. .:cape Girardeau
'Memphis

1

1

120 miles
220 miles
115 miles
46 miles
833 miles
220 miles
165 miles
380 miles
99 miles
160 miles .

I

G~hlc by: AMY WILION

Source: UNIVERIITY'I OFFICIAL TRAVEL GUIDE

I 21A>t \!G
3
"IOffi'ID'iJ
" '"" pqoyf,h p

rips. provide ·r elief from stress
r

By KELLY MENSER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

'
Sandwiched
between
, .. Spring Break memories and
summer vacation dreams,
• Murray can be a boring place
! without an occasional
: weekend trip.
: Frankie Steele, freshman
• art major from Danville,
: said he sticks to Louisville
~ as his travel spot. He said he
goes home on weekends with
: friends who live in the city.
" For more excitement, Steele
..10 travels to Nashville for
Even for these trips,
••• concerts.
though, he said preparation is
• limited.
"I usually scrape some
' clothes together and just go,"
Steele said.
:
Dana
Ward,
junior
• animal health technology

'

•••

major from Owensboro, is
not quite so lucky.
"If my mom goes, we
usually take everything but
the kitchen sink," she said.
In addition to her yearly
family trips to Florida,
Ward
often
goes
to
Nashville, Paducah and area
lakes with her friends.
But her dream vacation is
far away from Land Between
the Lakes.
"I would like to go on a
Caribbean cruise, because I
think it would be very
romantic and I could just
'veg out.'" Ward said.
While
relaxing
and
"vegging out" were part of
his summer vacation in
Mexico last year, Kevin
Larson,
freshman
international accounting

1Adventure,
•
•

: _
By= -P_
AM
_ EL_A_ R._O
_I_XO
_N
_ __
• Staff Writer
~

With a map, a compass and a
little cash, many Murray State
University students take to the
road for adventure.
Jeff 'M oran, senior electrical
engineering technology major
from Litchfield, said he makes
a trip to Florida because it has
• a different atmosphere from
Murray.
"There are a lot of beaches,
warm weather and cheap enter• tainment," Moran said.

•
•
·
•
:
•

major from St. Louis, also
took some time to study.
Larson was one of
approximately 100 students
from the United States chosen
to spend six weeks in Mexico
as part of a Junior
Achievement program.
During
the
trip,
participants studied several
Mexican businesses and the
Mexican culture. But Larson
said he still made time to hit
the crowded beaches in
Tiajuana.
Larson said some of the
students could not handle the
poor living conditions in
Mexico and had to return
early. However, though he
stayed in a one-bathroom
house with a seven-member
family and slept on the floor,

excitement part of trips

Moran said the trip usually
costs $100 for a three-day
weekend and it takes eight
hours to get there.
"It takes around $60 for gas
and $40 or $50 for
miscellaneous things," Moran
said.
Moran said he usually travels
by himself.
"I like to go see my friends in
different places," Moran said.
Cheryl Reader, sophomore
psychology major from
Owensboro, said her longest

road trip was a 14-hour drive to
Orlando, Fla.
"I went there last year for
Spring Break," Reader said.
Road trips, she said, cost her
anywhere from $30 to $200.
"I try to take as many trips as
I can afford," Reader said.
Reader said she likes to take
friends with her when she
travels.
"It's more fun when you have
a group of people with you."
She said she averages at least
three road trips a semester.

Better Communication - - - - - - - •

£

If you and your partner are having difficulty communicat- •
ing, one way to help solve the problem is to go away
together and follow these guidelines:

• Tell each other what you need. Find a calm, quiet time to talk.
• Describe exactly what expectations you have of each other.
• Calm each other's insecurities.
• Help each other learn to be more caring. Take time out to discuss
what you both need from your relationship. Share your feelings.
• Praise each other for things that are done. Healthy doses of praise
benefit a relationship.

Source. LADtES' HOME JOURNAL

he said it was a worthwhile
"Yellowstone was the best
trip.
because of the variety that
in
that
park,"
"I didn't mind it at aU," was
Larson said. "I just figured Huebschman said.
Though the West holds a
it was definitely worth it to
special
place
for
get the experience.
Huebschman,
she
said
she
"Maybe I had to sleep on
the floor, but when I got up the enjoys traveling elsewhere.
next morning, there was
"Both my husband and I
always something for me to love to travel," she said. "We
do."
just want to see this great
Having traveled in 42 country of ours."
states, Linda Huebschm an,
However, Huebschman is
non-traditional student in
business education from not always so excited about
the
luggage
Madisonville, has never seeing
departments
of
airlines
been hard-pressed for
across
the
country.
something to do.
Once, she said, her flight
Huebt~chman
said the
Las
Vegas
to
western part of the country is from
Indianapolis
got
canceled,
her favorite region and
Colorado is her favorite state. but her luggage's flight did
She said her most exciting not. She met up with the
trip was to Yellowstone suitcases about a day-and-ahalf later.
National Park.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

o-.

"1 t·ecommend road trips for
everyone," Reade1· said.
Christy Powell, junior biology
major from Hopkinsville, said
she travels to get a change of
scenery.
" I s ometimes travel to
Clarksville or Nashville on
road trips,·· Powell said. "I
travel with one or two friends
because I don't like to go
alone."
Tom Poole, junior elementary
education major from Pekin,
Ill. , said his road trips are

_A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIFE
_ _.....,
Safety t ip s

No trip should ever be made without first
considering various safety aspects. For those
students who had to drive through snow during
Spring Break, having extra blankets in the car
proved to be helpful.
Sgt. Bobby Holmes of the Murray Police
Department provides students with some helpful
traveling hints, whether they are taking trips
alone or with groups. Safety is vital to the
success of a road trip.
Story on page 9

generally not planned.
"Usually we just hop in the
car and end up somewhere,"
Poole said.
"It was a spontaneous trip,"
Poole said. "It took 17 hours to
get there and 12 to get back. It
was a blast."
Poole said road trips usually
cost him between $70 and $100
at the most.
"I think that road trips are
well worth the money you
spend on them," Poole said.

Every once in a while
you just have to get away
from all of the hustle and
bustle of college life...and
take off on a road trip.
One of the things many
college students face
before leaving on a trip· is
deciding exactly what to
pack. After all, who
knows when a snowstorm
will suddenly hit?
Usually when students
pack for a quick trip, they
include essentials such
as personal toiletry
items.
Sandy
Schutz,
freshman elementary
education major from
Mount Vernon, Ind., said
she has trouble deciding
what to pack.
"I always overpack
when I go on a trip,"
Schutz said.
For those forgetful
travelers who are unable
to remember everything,
some hotels provide
essential items for their
guests.
John Morgan, employee
of the Murray Holiday
Inn, said the hotel has a
"hospitality promise" to
'eveiyrone of its gueata. •
''If a guest forgets any
standard toiletry, iron or
even a hair dryer, he can
call down to the desk and
we will run what he
needs up to him at no
extra cost," Morgan said.
The Days Inn of
Murray provides soap
and towels in the room
and anything else that
might be needed can be
obtained by calling the
front desk, said Mick
Mathu, owner.
Shoney's
Inn
of
Murray provides the
basics like soap and
towels.
Even though some
hotels offer courtesy
samples, most students
try to remember their
own supplies.
"I take everything with
me,"
said
Michael
Thorton, senior criminal
justice major from
Greenville .
Michelle
Rhodes,
freshman environmental
major from Livermore,
said she packs all her
stuff.
"I have a phobia of what
a hotel might or might
not have," Rhodes said. .
Ashley
Oliver,
sophomore
child
development major from
Madisonville, said she
takes her shampoo, hot
rollers, hair dryer, etc.
"I can't think of
anything that I would
leave behind," Oliver
said.

Stress relievers

How to drive safer

Since Murray State University is
located near Kentucky Lake, a stress·
free drive is not far away.
In fact, Land Between the Lakes offers
several items to appeal to a college
audience, from the Homeplace to
wilderness trails. Also, the trip is
relatively inexpensive.
Taking the time to enjoy nature often
helps in relaxation, which everyone
needs to do to escape from the rigors of
classes and work demands.
Road trips play an essential part in a
college student's life because the trips
allow students to have fun ...safely.

When traveling, it is important to keep
in mind several safety tips to prevent
your trip from being spoiled.
According to Ladies' Home Journal,
taking the time to be alert and cautious
will help make your trip better.
• Always park in well-lighted places, in
a spot where other people can see you.
• If you notice another car following you,
drive to the nearest police station, fire
station or gas station where you can
summon help.
• Don't leave your keys in your car.
•Keep your car in good condition so
breakdowns will be less likely.

t
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Students need

transportat~on

By MAGGIE CARTER
Reporter

For those students looking
for somewhere new and
exciting to visit while still
getting
Murray State
University credits, then
Germany may be the place.
Next fall some students
and faculty will participate
in
an
international
exchange program with the
University of Regensburg in
Germany.
John Griffin, 1992 codirector of the Regensburg
Exchange,
said
the
University of Regensburg
and MSU have an agreement
1 which allows MSU students
and faculty to go to
~ Regensburg and German
t students to oome to MSU.
"German students come
1
without faculty because they
are familiar with the
, English language ," Griffm
said.
1
Fred Miller, chair of the
1
1993 Regensburg Exchange,
said German language
courses will be taught in
German by University of
Regensburg faculty. Other

1

One of the most Important things to do before taking a
trip, whether a road trip or a trip abroad, Ia to be familiar
with the area In which you are traveling. From left, Keith
Castleberry, Tad Mott, Kerry Holt, Kamle Oakley and
Chris Vaughn make preparations for a trip.

MSU courses will be taught
in English by MSU faculty.
"Students take these
courses in Germany to
develop their German
language and to study
German business," Miller,
professor of marketing, said.

March 26, 1993

Griffin said student.
participate in an exchange
program to meet new people
and 1eam to appreciate a new
culture. He said no one can
understand how people live
and think unless they
actually go there.
"Experience - you can't

beat it," Griffin said.
The cost for in-state
students to go to Germany in
the fall will be $4.,200. This
includes tuition, university
housing, meals, required
program excursions, airfare
and an international ID.
Financial aid is also
available for program
participants.
Gri.ff"m said the price is
subject to change. He also
said any
student is
Photo Illustration by MELISSA FARNUM
encouraged to participate.
"We try to streea one Taking trips to various places often provides students
doesn't have to be any with an opportunity to collect maps, brochures and
certain major,"
Griffin souvenirs.
said.
Tom Mills, a junior
business
major
from
Henderson, said he had a
wonderful time in Germany
where he spent the 1992 fall
semester in Regensburg.
The riverboat offers 634
"It was much more than I
video poker and slot
expected," Mille said. "It was By KRIS LAWRENCE
machines that accept tokens
a vacation plus credit hours." Arts and Entertainment Editor
in
denominations ranging ·
Elvis
and
Liberace
are
For further information
from
a nickel to $100.
dead.
UNL
V
is
on
its
last
contact Miller at 762-6206 or
In addition .to the
Marcie Johnson, interim legs. Even the great Wayne
machines, patrons can
director,
Center
for Newton is fading fast.
choose
from 28 blackjack
Tragic
as
these
events
may
International Programs, at
seem, there is an even tables, four craps tables, two
762-4.1.52.
.
greater threat to the Las roulette wheels and, for the
Vegas tradition and it is true gambler, a Big Six
closer than you might think.
Wheel. Casino officials say
The owners of the Players the Wheel has the worst odds
Riverboat Casino, part of a of winning, while the best
new $20 :million casino odds can be found at the
complex in Metropolis, ill., craps tables.
To ' help
increase are betting that they can take
Although
riverboat
transportation possibilities a bite out of Nevada's gambling is relatively new,
for international students, gambling concession.
it is not for everyone.
Jackaon said ideas are being
For starters, the minimum
Located eight miles west of
explored for a shuttle to run Paducah, Metropolis, a town age for patrons is 21. Players
from campus to Wal Mart once known only for having officials expect the average
and Kroger once or twice a likenesses of Superman on customer to be a male
week.
virtually every building, is between the ages of 35 and 54.
Until such a system is expecting a $12 million
Casino officials estimate
implemented, Johneon said annual windfall from the the average patron will lose
international students will development.
between $35 and $40 per threerely on walking, bicycling
The 1,600-ton floating hour cruise. That fisure does
or American friends who casino, the largest of its kind not include the $8 cover
own cars and who are in the Midwest, is the state's charge for daytime cruises
willing to take them places.
sixth such facility.
and $12 for evening cruises.

Floatiilg casino
offers adventure

!Exchange offers variety
! By KELLY MENSER
I Ass•stant Campus L1fe Ed1tor
' We often oomplain that we
never get to go anywhere or
see anything interesting. For
several of the more than 150
international students at
Murray State University, a
trip to the grocery would be
nice.
The problem is not that they
are starving. The problem is
a lack of transportation that
begins when the student steps
off the airplane, said Ruth

Jackson,
International
"A majority of them are
Student
Organization from large cities, so they
adviser.
assume that once they're
To soften this difficulty, here, there will be a bus,
Marcie Johnson, director of tram or other mass transit to
the Center for International get around," Johnson said.
Programs,
said
the
Jackson said international
University
provides
students
are so overwhelmed
transportation from Paducah
by
the
lack
of transportation,
Airport and the Clarksville,
many
of
them
purchase cars
Tenn., bus station.
they cannot afford
However, international
"Once they get here, they
students encounter more
problems when they arrive at feel totally trapped," Jackson
said. lfThere'a no way out.
Murray State.
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.9llpha r;;amma fJJe[ta
nad a o\ast~~tb'l oa'ls\
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Spring ana summer sfwes are fierel
Ladies dress and casual
$11.95 and $14.95 a pair

£)(

Congratulations

fJL{[ new spring

on another successful event
Thanks Coaches!
Can't wait till next year!

Aprill
3:30p.m.

coforsl

Factory Discount Shoes

Tennessee Room
Curris Center

(jood {ucf( to our Miss gy{Sf[l Contestants
Xym Mclntosfi
Sfiannon 'Barn/ii£[

Mic~{{£ Owens

It
· ·

Sfiannon Crisp
· Sfiannon S

troua

·Carrie Cummings

Love~

Your sisters in %pfia (jamma 'De{ta

. ,. •,....._.,..
, . ..

12TH ANNUAL TALENT SHOW

7p.m.
Tuesday, March 30
Curris Center Stables

Prize Money!
Entry forms at any of the residence hall front desks

~~,..

Breakfast. Buffet.
Saturday &: Sunday
7 a.111. to 11 a.DL

$3.99 ea. includes drink

would like to wish
Jennifer Langford, Brandy Parrish
& Shannon Wilkins
.

at McDonald's
10'7 N. 12th St.

753-5548

in the

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

1993 Miss MSU Pageant!
We're behind you 0:11 the way!

SM

-
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Safety yields better trips
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Wnter

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

Robert Lamore, an officer at Public Safety,
demonstrates the most Important thing to do before
starting a car - fasten the seatbelt.

if~n

A Place to Meet
Great People and Eat
Great Food

·~

~--··· &"""'•
~=----~ JAUJ-

WE·APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS

z

Homemade Biscuits &: Gravy
And Country Ham
PLUS

FOR LUNCH

each made with l/41b. meat.
crtsp lettuce and tomatoes,

FAMOUS

9lope your 6irtfu{ay was a liappy one

tJJr. .9/L!
you

Heidi Heiss
or another wonderful
formal!

DERBY DAYS WAS A SUCCESS

Love, your sisters In A"f.A

apean.

For call in orders 753-3406
Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th Street

"Don't let your car get
below a quarter of a tank of
gas ," Holmes said. "You
can't run the heater if you
run out of gas ,"
When traveling in hot
climates. Holmes strongly
recommends a good supply of
water, especially if it is a
long trip.
"Bring a 2 1/2 gallon
container of water to cool an
overheated car and duct tape
to help fix a broken hose,"
Holmes said.
Cliff Etchason, junior
advertising major from
Shelbyville, ill., learned the
most important highway
lesson when he totalled his
car returning from Fall
Break.
Another car hit the driver's
side in the intersection of
Troy York Road and Route
641. His car flipped twice in
mid-air, nose dove out,
ramped on the road and slid
30 yards in a ditch. The only
injuries he received were a
cut on the knee and a
"seatbelt hickie".
''I put my seatbelt on five
minutes before it happened,"
Etchason said. "Wear your
seatbeltl"

Imprinted Sportswear

served with chlpe and plckle

1/31b. burgers
lOOOAI ground beef

a restaurant, park the car
where you can see it and
make sure it is locked,"
Holmes said.
Before leaving for a
weekend road trip, pack a
flashlight, batteries, blanket
and a white hankerchief or
cloth. The cloth can be used
as a signal flag when tied to
a car's antenna to let other
cars know you need help ,
Holmes said.
However, Holmes said not
to stop if you see another
motorist in trouble.
"Go to the nearest phone
and call the local police or
sheriff's department or the
nearest state police unit and
give them the approximate
mile marker where the car
was," he said.
Stopping for a stranded
motorist could be dangerous.
"It's a good ploy to get you
to stop so someone can rob
you or do you bodily harm,"
Holmes said.
When driving in cold
weather, Holmes suggests
packing portable chains for
tires, folding snow shovels
in case the car runs off the
road, a blanket and warm
clothing.

.l~hank

SPORTS

our Great Dell Sandwiches

Try one of our

Sgt. Bobby Holmes of the
Murray Police Department
said a highway trip could
become much safer if
planned appropriately.
''Plan your stops ahead of
time on a map and try not to
veer from that," Holmes
said.
Holmes advises motorists
to only stop at well-traveled
places and avoid rest areas
unless there is an attendent
on duty.
"When you decide .....to stop at

THANK YOU LX FRATERNITY

A FuJIIJne BleakfMt
featurtng baked croissants

Home« . . bot~amee~ con. a.,

Open 7 a.m. Mon • Frt

Students coming back from
weekend road trips tell tall
tales of danger and strange
occurences while on the road.
Many, if not all, of these
events could have been
prevented with some safety
planning by the motorist.
Bret Burton, senior music
major from Madisonville,
was driving on an icy road
when he encountered a deer.
He said when he reached the
top of a hill, he noticed a deer
standing in his path.
''This deer stops right in
the middle of the road,"
Burton said. "I was braking
when another deer ran and
hit the deer. The road was so
icy, they both slid off the
road. It was hilarious."
Biff Guess, senior nursing
major from Marion, was one
of many motorists caught in
the snow returning from the
south during Spring Break.
Guess and his companions
were able to manuever their
vehicle off the interstate near
Calhoun, Ga., after the road
was closed.
"Many people were leaving

their cars and walking to the
nearest exit," Guess said. "It
took us 13 hours to go 30
miles ."
Near Calhoun, there was
approximately four inches of
ice on the roads. Guess said
the National Guard picked up
motorists who had abandoned
their cars and drove them to
safety.
Guess said he remembers
people making six-foot
snowmen in the median of
the interstate.
"People were selling food
on the street," Guess said.
"The House of Pancakes had
to close down because they
ran out of r.,od."

'
---Huagin,
-·
.... ---~·-Angela

COUPON!

Congratulations & Good Luck

You're doing a super job as
Vice President/ Pledge Educator
this semester.
You're t1Je best!

A Full Line ot Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

Love,
Your Sisters in
Alpha Omicron Pi

Bei·Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

Store houra:
Mondey-Frlday 7:30 a.m. • 1 p.m.
Seturday I e.m. • 4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. • 5 p.m.

Kim Dunlap
&
Amy Rushing
with Summer "0" Counselors!
sisters in AIA
I '/

'--1

.,.

/

The Housing Program Council
Presents:
... -.uno.."""'"-

''VEGAS NITE''

eAmson 'Pltotoglap}ur

Fnday,Apnl6, 1993
Curris Center Ballroom

You are doing an

7 - 10

AWESOME

job!
We Love You!
.

Introducing
anew
power of
attorney.
Hugh Glassy Smooth
Light Blue Skate floor
Approximately length
football field and
separate skateboard
area w/ramps.
Also ''ln·Line" skates.

0

' Legal Assistants
from
Southeastern
Paralegal Institute.

Circus Skate
" Lat·gt'sf in l iS:\"
l ·.s. (ill ~ 7 .; : : - ~Hi:!:!

fP ~
~
Congratulates the
B
brothers of
_v""'"
(C~f--

WINIERHOURS;
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
7:80p.m.
Sat. and Sun. at 2p.m.
Beginners Sat. at 2p.m.

~lfP~~
M~ (C rRl0 U\JJ

on another successful
Derby
Coaches, you were great.

ABA Approved

2416 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37212
(615) 269-9900
Toll Free 1-800-336-4457

'

'EYISPE~ S1;"ECI.9LL
9{p sitting fee Cfioice of proofs
1-8;c10, 2-5;c7, 8 wafCets

$35
Harry Allison

607 S. 4th St.

Lance Allison
753-8809

Murray, KY
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Ts · & ENTERTAINMENT

The Other ·March Madness
Wolves ). Only five times in the last 40 years WHY: Something about him reminds me of Gene Hackman, UNFORGIVEN - If
have
the Best Picture and Best Director AwardS Daniel Day-Lewis, who won the award in 1989. Hackman wins, it will be his first Oscar since he
Arts and Entertainment Editor
not
gone
to the same film. Eastwood is a virtual Maybe it's the hair.
captured the Best Actor Award 21 years ago for
Spring is in the air and, once again, The
lock
in
the
second
category.
WHY
NOT:
He's
the
least
known
of
the
nomiThe
French Connection.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
WHY
NOT:
It
was
the
first
of
the
nominees
to
WHY:
Older cowboy character (City Slickers'
nees.
will gather together Monday· in Los Angeles to
be
released
in
the
U.S.
and,
with
the
exception
Jack
Palance)
won this award last year.
name its favorites of the past year in film.
of
a
limited
re-release
this
month,
has
not
been
Denzel
Washington,
MALCOLM
XThis
WHY
NOT:
If
Hackman wins, every older actor
I don't claim to know how the voting will turn
in
theaters
for
months.
It
could
be
affected
by
would
be
his
second
award,
having
won
in
1989
in
Hollywood
will
want to be in a Western in
out, but the following are, in my bumble opinthe
"out
of
sight,
out
of
mind"
phenomenon.
his
supporting
role
in
Glory.
hopes
of
an
Oscar
three-peat.
for
ion, the best of the best of 1992.
WHY: His winning would validate the film's
AND THE WINNER IS ... The Crying Game. It success, considering that it was not nominated Jack Nicholson, A FEW GOOD MENBEST PICTURE
was a very close race between it and Uiz{orgiven, in the Best Picture or Best Director categories.
Nicholson won this award in 1983 for Terms of
but since it seems like the entire world is WHY NOT: He has been an outspoken critic of Endearment.
WHY: Sheer star power and name recognition.
THE CRYING GAME - Those associated buzzing about The Crying Game, and it is a bet- the Academy for failing to nominate Spike Lee.
ter
picture,
it
has
to
be
The
Crying
Game.
WHY
NOT: His character for no apparent reawith the film do not want its "surprise" revealed
AND
THE
WINNER
IS
..•
Washington.
I
know
son
simply
gives up in the end. This is the only
by the press to unsusI'm
going
against
popular
opinion,
but
this
is
blur
on
a
great
performance.
pecting
readers .
BEST ACTOR
really
the
most
wide-open
field
in
years.
Considering that I
can't very well disRobert Downey Jr., Eastwood will receive his award in the Best Al Pacino, GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS - I
cuss the film's merits
CHAPLIN In Director category, Downey isn't respected don't even understand the title, let alone ·
without mentioning
Downey's first major enough yet, Pacino can hope for next year and Pacino's role in it.
this plot twist, the
role in a decent film, for Rea, his real award was just being nominat- WHY: If he doesn't win Best Actor, he at least
deserves this.
next
paragraph,
he has a chance to ed.
WHY NOT: If he does get Best Actor, he cerwhich will reveal the
shuftle away with the
tainly doesn't need both.
secret, is written in
industry's top prize.
BEST
ACTRESS
my beat pig Latin.
WHY: His dead-on
David Paymer, MR. SATURDAY NIGHTPlease, if you plan to
portrayal of Chaplin
Catherine
Deneuve,
INDOCHINE
Didn't
Paymer
(who?) is the only nomination for Billy
see The Crying Game,
is considered the see it.
Ceystal's
disastrous Mr. Saturday Night.
don't read the followfilm's only saving WHY: Her name, when said in just the right
WHY:
To
keep Oscar host Crystal happy.
ing paragraph.
grace . Downey was way, can be repeated to sing the theme from The
WHY
NOT:
Did anybody really see this film?
Ephenstay Earay
named best actor at Pink Pantlu!r.
ortrayspay a anmay
the recent British WHY NOT: Can anybody actually remember
AND THE WINNER IS ... Davidson. This
owhay allsfay inay
Academy of Film and the theme from The Pink Panther.
award always seems to go to the quirkiest charovelay ithway a
Television Awards.
omanway owhay urnWHY NOT: Weird Mary McDonnell, PASSION FISH- Didn't acter. Using this rationale, it has to be Davidson
in a landslide.
stay outay otay ebay
Science, Johnny B. see it.
·
a anmay. Ehay illstay
Good, Back to School,
WHY: In 1988, Kevin Kline was named Best
eelsfay attracteday
SUPPORTING
BEST
etc.
Supporting
Actor for his role in A Fish Called
otay itay anday
ACTRESS
Wanda. Passion Fish
ontinuescay a elationClint Eastwood, ... A F ish ca ll ed
shipray ithway itay.
UNFORGIVEN Wanda. Get it? Okay,
Judy Davis, HUSWHY: One reason
Eastwood held onto maybe not.
BANDS
AND
- the film's soundthis script, by David WHY NOT: There
WIVES
It
is a
track. No other film
Webb Peoples, for were no Academy
tribute
to
Woody
with this subject matyears, waiting until Award winners from
Allen that anything
ter would dare open
Tom Cruise stars in A Few Good Men.
he felt that he had The Fish That Saved
about his film can be
with Percy Sledge's
aged ellOllih to accu- ~lt.
DDJDinatA!l
this year.
•When.JA Man Loves
rately play the role. It worked.
WHY:
It
takes
a senA Woman," close with Lyle Lovett singing WHY: The Eric Clapton/Grammy effect. Michelle Pfeiffer
sational
actress
to
•stand By Your Man" and have Boy George sing Eastwood , like Clapton, has been ignored LOVE FIELD _:
steal
the
spotlight
the theme song.
throughout his long and illustrious career. Didn't see it.
•
from Allen and Mia
WHY NOT: I seriously doubt many members Giving the Oscar to Eastwood would be WHY: Three words_
Farrow.
of the Academy have seen it.
Hollywood's equivalent of a make-up call De-li-cious.
WHY NOT: Many
awarding him for all his past efforts and saving WHY NOT: Nobody
voters may be wary
A FEW GOOD MEN- This is a good, old-fash- the Academy the trouble of giving him an bon- else saw it either.
of
supporting anyioned, leave 'em happy, military courtroom orary trophy a few years down the road.
•
thing
associated with
drama. H ever a movie were custom-made to win WHY NOT: His acting has never received much Susan Sarandon,
Allen.
Academy Awards, this is it. The cast, a veritable critical acclaim. The fact that he has refused to LORENZO'S OILWho's Who of young Hollywood, cost more to attend the ceremony for the last 20 years won't Didn't see it.
Joan Plowright,
assemble than the filming did.
WHY: Because she
help his case much either.
ENCHANTElD
WHY: A Few Good Men is a crowd pleaser. It
didn't
win
for
Thelma
APRIL - She won
leaves the audience feeling that everything is AI Pacino, SCENT OF A WOMAN - This
and
Louise.
about infinity-plusgood and just in the world.
year Pacino became the first actor in histoey to WHY NOT: Who
two
Golden Globes
WHY NOT: Two words - The End. These be nominated for two Oscars the same year.
needs
another
sappy
this
year.
words, I'm not making this up, actually After eight nominations, this is most likely his
teaijerk.er of a movie?
WHY:
Plowright
appeared on the screen as the film ended. I best chance of winning to date.
impressed
a lot 'lf.
Robert Downey Jr. as Chaplin.
know this is picky, but this isn't USA's Up All WHY: He gave a great performance, evoking
Emma
Thompson,
people
who
weren't
Night, this is a major motion picture.
compassion for a veey ugly character. The award HOWARDS END- Saw it. Didn't like it.
familiar with her work during her accept~e
is really past due.
HOWARDS END- Hated it. Honestly, I just WHY NOT: Pacino's performance often goes WHY: She was also honored at the British speeches .at the Golden Globes crermony.
WHY NOT: Enchanted April is sometimes seen
didn't get it. It's a movie about a house. Yippee. way over the top, almost reaching the level of Academy of Film and Television Awards.
WHY
NOT:
I
honest
to
God
cannot
think
of
a
as the weaker silder of Howards End, as both
Many people seem to think that Howards End is melodrama.
were
adapted from E. M. Forster novels.
reason.
more of a woman's movie. H by a woman's movie
they mean something with absolutely no action, Stephen Rea, TilE CRYING GAME - His
that is painfully boring without 80 much as a role as an Irish Republican Army terrorist cata- AND THE WINNER IS ... Thompson, although Vanessa Redtra'fe, HOWARDS END - She
I'd much rather see it go to Sarandon.
won this award once before, in 1978, for her role
trace of a plot, then this is the best darn pults him into the
in
the film Julia .
BEST
SUPPORTING
ACTOR
woman's movie of all time.
ranks as one of
WHY:
She's the only name many voters will rec- :
WHY: Members of the Academy don't seem to film's most
ognize.
like movies with much action. Driving Miss intriguing
Jaye Davidson, THE CRYING GAMEWHY NOT: I hate to spoil it, but she dies someDaisy, The Last Emperor, Out of Africa and new/
Unbe-freakin'-lievable.
Amadeus each won in the last decade.
WHY: He succeeded in what was the thing like 15 minutes into the film and while
com - ~-~
she's alive, all abe does is babble on and on
WHY NOT: It's just plain bad.
most memorable role of the last few
ers.
about the stupid house.
years.
SCENT OF A WOMAN - The film is an epic
WHY NOT: He has no previtale of a blind and embittered former military
/
ous acting experience, not Miranda Richardson, DAMAGE- The
/
actress is probably more recognized for her role
officer, portrayed by Al Pacino, and Charlie,
even a school play.
as
one of the IRA terrorists in Tlu! Crying Game.
the prep school student played by Chris
WHY:
She gave a highly-acclaimed performance
O'Donnell hired to look after him for the
in
still
another Oscar-nominated film,
weekend, on a trip to New York City.
Enchanted
April. Her last-minute series of
WHY: Scent of a Woman is, in
plugs
on
Saturday
NY/ht Live couldn't hurt.
essence, a 180-degree spin on
WHY
NOT:
Damage
was a highly controversial
&inman, the 1989 winner.
film
because
of
its
sexual
content.
WHY NOT: It seems as
though it was trying almost
Marisa Tomei, MY COUSIN VINNY- I saw
too hard to win awards.
this movie on an airplane while trying to read a
Pacino's character is just too
book and hit on the girl sitting next to me, 80 I
much larger than life to really
don't remember much about Tomei's perforbe believed.
mance.
lllllllli,.-,IIIIIE!II.o~
WHY: She's the only American in the
UNFORGIVEN - The film,
category.
which shows the horrors of vioWHY NOT: It was a down year
lence through the eyes of an
for American actresses.
over-the-hill gunfighter, is quite
possibly the greatest Western of
AND THE WINNER IS .•• As
all time. Unforgiuen tied with
struge as it may seem, Tomei for
Howards End for the most
....
,
........
-~
the same reason as Davidson.
nomination.a with nine.
Redgrave will be stiff competiWHY: Westerns of epic protion based solely on name
portions seem to fare well
recognition.
with voters (Dances With
By KRIS LAWRENCE
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WORLD GONE MAD

Concert in tribute to jazz •ouke•
The Murray Civic Music Association will present
Duke Ellington's "Sophisticated Ladies" at 8 p.m. April
1 in Lovett Auditorium.
The performance will be a salute to Duke Ellington,
America's most important figure in jazz and popular
music during the 20th century. The show contains
Ellington's more popular songs such as "It Don't Mean a
Thing if it Ain't Got That Swing," "Take the A Train,"
"Solitude" and "In a Sentimental Mood." The title of the
show is taken from Ellington's most famous tune,
"Sophistacated Ladies."
This is the tenth touring version of this Tony awardwinning Broadway musical.
Muaay Civic Music Association members and
students get in free. Others can purchase tickets at the
door for $20.
Sharon Hart, vice president of public relations for the
Murray Civic Music Association, said the money raised
is used to bring world-class performers.

JAY CHUPPE'S

ROOMIES

Week in Preview
• Cinema International. Europa, Europa, a German film, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight In the Curris Center Theatre. This will be
the last Cinema International film of the semester. Admission Is free.
• UCB Movie. Road House will be shown at 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and
9:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 31 In the Currls Center Theatre.
Admission Is $1 for matinee and $1 .50 for evening shows to students
with MSU ID.
•
• Festival. WKMS 91 .3 FM, affiliate of National Public Radio Is
having an on-air fund raiser Saturday, March 27. The theme of the
Spring Friendship Festival is •Ashing for 1,000 Friends."
• Student Recitals. Members of Phi Mu Alpha Slnfonia will give
recitals at 2 p.m., Sunday, March 281n the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Following, John Murrey will perform on
euphonium and Chad Davidson will perform on baritone at 3:30 p.m.,
in the Annex Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission to both recitals Is free.
• Concert. The Brass Ensemble will perform at 8 p.m., Tuesday,
March 30 In the Annex Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admission Is free.
• Exhibitions. Baccalaureate art exhibition by Adrian Scott will be
on display at the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery March 31 through April11 .
· Master of arts exhibition by Joseph Craig Rhodes will be on display in
the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery March 31 through
Aprll18.

Shakespeare's 'Dream'

uts

By JANICE M. FULPS~--·-----

Helena, stressed that although A Midsummer
Night's Dream is written by Shakespeare and
even though his plays sometimes have a
Tonight is the opening night of MSU's
negative reputation for being boring, one
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream.
should
remember the play is a comedy.
But, please ...don't tell the cast to "break a
"There is nothing in this show that is
leg!"
1
supposed to be taken seriously, L~e, ~Oh my
Ptepar'ahion for ~ Midsummer Night 's
goodness,
they're lost in the woods,'" .farris
Dream has liad its rough points.
said.
"It's
all supposed to be funny, comical,
For starters, sections of the cast have been
overacted."
rehearsing all semester. The entire cast has
Farris said her character also allows her to
been rehearsing together since only a week
have
a good time.
before Spring Break.
"This
role is what I call overacting on
Secondly, a major piece of the elaborate set
purpose. It's more of a character role. It's a
broke recently and they have had to backstep
goofy role."
and devote much of their time to repairing it.
.Jake Wheat, freshman theatre major from
Perhaps the biggest disappointment of all is
Louisville,
also enjoys playing his character.
that the star of the production, Alan Runyan,
"My character, Philostrate, is a snooty,
injured his ankle during one of the
overexaggerated character," Wheat said.
rehearsals and has been using crutches when
Wheat is one of the cast members who has
not on stage.
been
involved with the preparation of this
However, these setbacks have not dampened
major
spring theatre production, both in front
the spirits of the cast and crew. They said the
of and behind the curtain.
good points have outweighed the bad and
Wheat, a member of the backstage crew,
remain very optimistic about the show.
said
the visuals, interesting effects and
Almost every cast member will be a
elaborate sets designed by director James I.
familiar face to the audience. The majority of
Schempp, associate professor of drama, took a
the cast members have performed before on
lot of time and hard work.
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre stage.
Lisa
Farris,
senior
speech
communications
major
from
Dallas,
and
Mark
Alan
Rice,
"I think James I. (as he is referred to by the
Ironically, the student playing the leading
cast) has taken Shakespeare and made it
role is making his premiere stage senior theatre major from Kennett, Mo., rehearse for A Midsummer Night's Dream.
extremely entertaining."
performance.
He said he auditioned because his friends disappointed, but was very excited to have
A Midsummer Night's Dream will be
Runyan, freshman art and graphic design told him he was perfect for the part.
gotten the lead role,l he said. "Getting the presented at 8 tonight and tomorrow night as
major from Louisville, is playing the role of
"They told me I was Puck and I didn't lead in your fll'st production is euphoric."
well as April 1-3 in the Robert E. Johnson
Puck.
know
what that meant," Runyan said.
Lisa Farris, senior speech communications Theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Runyan said he was excited when he got the
"I walked ~way from auditions kind of major from Dallas, who plays the role of Admission is free to MSU students.
role because he was honestly not expecting it.
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
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SPECIAL
Everyday- 6 a.m. 'tn 11 a.m.
•2 Eggs •Bacon or Sausage
•Hash Browns •Btscults & Gmvy

ONLY

$1.85

Don't Miss Our•••

WEEKDAY NOON
BUFFET
11 a.m. 'tll 1:30 p.m.
•Meats •vegetables

'• Salads •Homemade Rolls

ONLY

l

$3.95

is now taking applications for FALL 1993.
The following positions will be open:
NEWS STAFF:
News Eclltor
Campus IJfe Eclltor
Viewpoint Eclltor
Graphice EclltOJ'
Sports Eclltor
Photo Eclltor
Copy Ec:Utor
Arts a: Entertainment Ec:Utor
Assistant Arts a: Entertainment Eclltor
Assistant Newt Editor
Assistant Campus Editor
Assistant Sports Ec:Utor
Staft' Photographers
Staff Writers
Editorial cartoonlst/Wustrator

ADVERTISING STAFF:
Advertising Mtuuaaer
Assistant Advertising Manager
Bualneu Manager
Production Assistants
Sales Representatives

PICK UP YOUR APPUCATION IN WH.SON
HALL, ROOM 111
Applications are due by March 31.
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SPORTS
Softball dies,
replaced by golf
By HERB BANKS
Anlstant Sparta Ecllor

WHO'S HORSIN' AROUND?
r'l

Oxydol, standing on the platform, delighted the crowd while
Bob the Clown acte~ as his sidekick during the rodeo Murray

State University hosted last weekend at the West Kentucky
Exposition and Uveatock Center.

Purcell nears milestone victory
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Wr1tet

•

The Ohio State U niversity Buck eyes
prvved bucldese Saturday as the Murray
State University men's tennis team beat
them for the aecond straight year.
The win moved coach Bennie Purcell
closer to hiS 600th victory.
This weekend the t eam could deliver
that coveted victory if they can defeat
Butler University and the University of
Louisville.
-ro be able to win number 500 for coach
Purcell would be a very special thing,
especially if we could get the win at

home," said Pontus Hiort, number one
seed for the team. "That would make it
even more special to win on the Bennie
Purcell tennia court.."
But the Racers expect LouisVille to be
strong match.
"Louisville has a lot of strong players.
Not just one or two, they have five or six
good players," the Swede said. *Everybody
on the team has to play well in order to
beat them."
Head coach Bennie Purcell said the
match against Louisville will be very
close.
In addition to playing Louisville, who

~--A

has one of the strongest non-conference
schedules, could be the pressure to deliver
the milestone victory for Purcell. However,
Hiort. laid that is Dot~ the team.
•we know number 500 will come
anytime . The team isn 't under any
pressure,• Hiort said.
The only weakness on the team appears
to be in doubles.
But Purcell, always the optimist, said he
believes they are improving.
"We're pleased with the team." Purcell
said. "We've played well and our doubles
have gotten stronger.•

Power Trip-------

weight training can lift spirits, not just improve physique
By MAGGIE CARTER
Repoftlr

As warmer weather approaches, people find it necessary to
shape up and lose the bulge for ahort shorts and tight shirts.
Weight training, along with proper eating habits, is a way
to begin burning the calories and losing the fat.
Scott Overby, co-owner and weight trainer at Body Elite,
aaid weightlifting i.e important because people are letting
their bodies deteriorate with little weight activity.
Overby said a beginner should start slow by doing a total
body workout three days per week. He said the larger muscle
groups should be worked first and then the smaller muscles.
-But the most important thing is proper form," Overby said.
Dangen in weight training include improper form and the
ego, the weight speciaHst said. Nobody can go into a gym as a
beginner and lift heavy weights.
Overby said the next step to weight training is nutrition. A
high protein and carbohydrate diet iB necessary.
"Nutrition is 60 percent of weight training,• he said.
Most important, OVerby said, is that weight training takes
devotion and mental dscipline.
"I can go to my mom's house with everyone eating what
they want, but I eat what I know I have to," h e said.
Larry McClain, strength and conditioning coach for the
Racer football team, said beginners should start with a
physical from a doctor to ensure a healthy body. He also said
to start weight training with light weights.
«x.earn how to lift weights,• McClain said.
While small muscles can be worked everday, the trainer
said to give larger mUscles at least one day's rest per week.

Photo by JUD COOK

Clay McGlone, freshmen business major from Harrodsburg,
uses weights to stayhealthy.
He said weightlifting has some dangers and that it iB easy
to pull a muscle.
However, weightlifting is not something to take up and then
drop. McClain said feeling different and losing muscle tone
are part of the long-term effects.
"When I take two weeks off, I tend to lose control of the
weights,• McClain said.
The long-term benefits, though, reach beyond just physique.
Feeling better about oneself is the biggest reason to lifting
weights, McClain said.
Editor's Note: This is the first of a three-part series on exercise
and fitness.

Sweet 16 has Southern flavor - - - - •
Three teams from the Southeastern Conference remain in both the
men's and women's championship. Here is the breakdown of the
number of teams in each region:

Men's
Northeast.. ..4
South .......... a
Mldwest......3
West. ......... .1

N

Women's
Northeast.. .. 2
South ......... .7
Mldwest.. ....2
West.. ......... s

s
Source: USA TODAY

Graphic by tEATHER BEGLEY
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Roundball Benefit

The Nautilus Racquet and Swim Club in
Paducah is sponsoring a Round Ball Rumble
basketball tournament for the Rape Victim
Services.
The 3-on-3 tournament will take place at
Paducah Tilghman High School on Friday, April
16 at6 p.m. and Saturday, April17, from9a.m.
unitl finished. Cost Is $15 per person/$60 team.
There are five divisions that will be matched
according to playing experience and age.
For more Information call 753-5777.

Women's fast-pitch softball
died a quick death at Murray
State University as the Ohio
Valley Conference loosened
restrictions
for
sport
sponaorship.
·
The new legislation allows
Murray to pick up women's
golf, which the Board of
Regents approved at its
meeting March 13.
Murray was locked into
sponsoring women's softball
when the conference mandated
that ita members have seven
specific men's and women's
sports.
But the adding of a new
sport would mean adding new
facilities in a time of budget
cuts. This prompted Murray
and other members to seek
changes to the mandate.
At the NCAA convention in
Dallas in January, conference
presidents voted for a change
to the stipulations, giving
Murray the green light to seek
another women's sport.
The new policy states that
each university must have two
mandated men's and women's
sports, (football, men's
basketball, women's baaketbal.l
and volleyball), and the other
four sports will be each
University's choice.
"The new rule drops the
sponsored sports from seven to
six (for each gender) with the
remaining four left up to the
discretion of the University,"
said Mike Strickland, athletic
director of Murray State.
Deciding how the OVC
t rophy will be distributed

among the universities is still
up in the air.
Strickland said Murray
State already meets the men'e
requirement with participation
in the men's area with cross
country, baseball, tennis and
gol£
•Everybody
(in
the
conference) on the women's
side is going to have cross
country, tennis, and probably
everybody is going to have
indoor/outdoor
track,•
Strickland said.
"Where we are going to
break down is that everybody
is not goin( to have women's
golf and softball and everybody
will not have men's track," he •
said.
Construction of a• softball
field , estimated to cost
$76,000, was the main reason ·
for the change, especially when
the University already has a
golf course.
Another factor in the ch.anJe
of aports is recruitment of outof..tate players for the sport.
The lack of fast-pitch softball
in Kentucky high schools
meant that Murray State
weuld be recruiting many
WGIIlen from other states.
Golf, on the other hand, is a
growing aport with many
Kentucky high schools,
allowing Murray State to
attract more local athletes to
the University.
An added incentive for
choosing golf over softball is
the projected budgets.
The estimated budget for
softball was more than
$116,000, while the estimated
budget for women's golf is ·
under $38,000.

'Breds open seasOn
to injuries, losses
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Wl'ttlr

With a team of youngsters and in,juries to key players, Murray
State University's Thoroughbred bueball squad has stumbled
out of the gates for a 2-10 start to the 1993 season.
Six games into the season, three of the 'Brede' top performers
were loet for the aeason because of injuries. Senior pitcher Lufe
Jones, projected to be the team's top starter, and sophomore
outfielder Mark Schrand both su1fered shoulder uyuriea while
junior outfielder David Potts is out because of a broken hand.
Despite the team's poor start, head coach Johnny Reagan said
he thinks his squad can bounce back and still have a good
season.
"'Our hittinJ and pitching are botl very lpotty along with tlle
fact that we're not ICOring runa. EnD t.houih we're etrugglillg
badly, I feel we have a complete teaa," Reagan said.
A major problem plaguing the Thoroughbreds is a laek of
execution with a team earned run average of 6 and a .233 team
batting average.
•we aren't blowing games wilh bad defense or mental
mistakee, but are not executing tbe way we are supposed to,"
Reagan said. "'The ball hasn't bouaced our way so far and we
aren't helping ourselves very much. lither."
Reagan said the team would improve with better pitching.
-we lost our most experienced pitzher and a lot of our pitchen
are young, but we hope to get better in this area and in others."
Reagan said he hopes to get hia team back on track this
weekend with a pair of games agaiut SOutheast Missouri State
University, which has also started~ alow.
-sEMO is very much like our ball team. They are capable of
being very good, but are struggling 11 we are,• Reagan said.
'Breda' pitching coach Mike Thieke said he thinks the
upcoming homestand will help the team.
"We haven't been comfortable hitting or pitching on the road,
but playing at home will help get the player's confidence level
backup.
*Even though we have gotten off to a bad start, we have played
closer games than our record indicates," he said. "Every team we
have faced this season has been on a hot streak."
Freahman pitcher Fred Robinaon said the 'Breda' need to apply
their talents mentally and physically.
"We need to improve our game in all aspects, but especially
from a mental standpoint,• he said.

Racer of the Week
The Murray State University track
team has been named Racer of the
Week by The Muffay State News.
The track team competed last
Saturday in the Vanderbilt Track and
Field Invitational at Nashville, Tenn.,
and placed first in nine events.
Top finishers for MSU were Brian
Church, Tony Krampe, Chris Barber,
Stevon Roberts, Heather Samuel, and
Felicia Upton.
The men also finished first place in
the 1,600 meter relay.
·
This was the first outdoor track
corApetition for the Racers this spring.

Wayne Pate
coach
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SCOREBOARD
Track

Baseball

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Ruult& of the Vanderbilt University Traclr & Fitld lnL'itatioMl.

Results of the Midd1t TtnntBSet Stott University gamu.

Dancers wanted for team

l!aiDID'I .ZIJ:8IID
Soott
4.
Mop'• Jayellp
Krampe
L
3.
Dixon

Saturday

A general intereset meeting for the Murray State Universi·
ty Dance Team will be 4 p.m. Thur~day in the Racer Room.
Lower Level of Stewart Stadium. For more information call
Steve Rich at 762-6812.

Peabody to open for sportsmen
An agreement between the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources and Peabody Coal Company, Peabody
Development Company and Beaver Dam Coal Company
opens up approximately 70,000 acres in Ohio and Muhlenburg Counties to area sportsmen.
A user fee of $10 will be assessed to offset the department's
management of the area. Until the permits are available, the
new wildlife management area will remain closed to the
public. No turkey hunting will be allowed during the 1993
season.

GAme l

Murray State
Middle Tennesse State

• Men 's tennis. Memphis State University at Purcell Courts, Friday,
2:45p.m.
• Men 's t ennis. Butler University and the Umversity of Louisville at
Purcell Courts, Saturday, 10 a.m . and 2:45p.m.
• T rack. Racer Races at Stewart Stadium, Saturday, 11 :30 a.m.
• Wo men 's t en nis. Western Kentucky University and Arkansas State
University at Purcell Courts, Saturday, 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
• Golf. at University of Kentucky-Johnny Owens Invitational, Lexington, Saturday and Sunday.
• Baseball. Southeast Missouri State University at Reagan Field,
Sunday, 1 :30 p .m.
• W omen's Ten nis. University of Evansville at Purcell Courts, Sunday, 12 p.m .
• Baseball. Memphis State Untversity at Reagan Field, Tuesday, 2:30
p.m
• Wo men 's tennis. at Middle Tennessee State University, Murphreesboro, Tenn., Thursday, 2 p.m.

Women's Tennis
Rt11ult1 of the Univtrtity of Tenne/JIJtt-Martin match.
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Groves defeated Donovan
Davia defeated Moulder
Gotr defeated Allcock
Mendoza defeated Granacki
Wanen defeated Ball
Rydholm defeated Dwm
Bran.on defeated Miller
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Orovee-Dtrria defeated Moalder-ADoock
Warren-Mendoza defeated Don ovan-Granacki
Goff- Dunn defeated BaD-R ydholm
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7-6,6-2
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The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

AlphaTauOmega. Lambda Chi
Alpha, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma • We had a blast jam·
mlng In our togas with you at
our mlxerl Lefs do It again
soonl Love, the sisters of AI·
pha Gamma Delta

Fraternity Crazy Picture Con·
test, AprtiS • 7. Prize to fraternity with craziest picture. One
free 11x18 photo for each
chapter entered. For more
information call: Hl00·96·
PHOTO or 762-3870.

Congratulations Sigma Slgma
Sigma on your Intramural basketball champlonshlpl You
guys were greatl Love, the
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

Jamie S. - I hope you had a
happy birthday I You'rethe best
Ill sisI I'm always here for yal

Directly across from MSU,
House for rent Completely
fumlshed,large- one bedroom,
twin beds plus full site sofa
bed In living area, 1 bath, full
kitchen, Ideal for two or three
students to share. $350 per
month. Now available. 7538191

Thanks KA'sforanAWESOME
Toga/Graflltl mlxerl We had a
blast. Love, the sisters of AI·
pha Slgma Alpha
The sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to congratulate the
brothers of Sigma Chi on a
successtull Derby Days.
Try a mud pack! SAA Mudball
'93 Is Coming soon! Look for
details.

TheMurrayStateNewswishes
all contestants In The Miss
MSU pageant good luckI

1be

LYBS
To mt Mel, Good luck tomorrow night darling. Love always
and forever, Sean.

Directly across from MSU,
Rooms for rent. Completely
furnished. Includes utilities.
$250 per room per person.
Available summer and fall
semesters. 753-8191

ROOMMATES
Male student who has house
needssomeonetoshareltwlth.
Call 753-3974 or 753-3969.

FOR SALE
Formals:
Burgundy tam8,
peach, white sequined. Sell
cheapl 759-4496.

NOTICE
Heeding for EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime
for $169 from the East Cout.
$229 from the Midwest (when
available) with AIRHITCHI
(Reported In Let's Got and NY
llmes.) Fordetala: AIRHITCH

0

212-864-2000

HELP WANTED

GREEI< S & CLU8 S

RAISE A COOL

11000
IN JUST 0.. WEEKI

NOTICE
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!
STATELINE Dirt Drags, March
27, Motoeroas,Aprll3. 4mlles
on~ E. Stateline Rd.,Hazel,

KY. 759-1588

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAUSI
Noobligadoo. NoCXJSt.
And a FREE

IGLOO COOLER

Portraits: Watch for Allison
Photography Easter Special.

If you qualify. Call

l-8Q0.932-0528. Ext. 65

Coming In March.

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline..... Wednesday at noon

Ptace your classifieds in room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray &ate University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Pre-Paymsnt Is Required

RATES
Wrth MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

EV8fY word over twenty wonti
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per WOI'd

NOTICE

diALstOOTtAIIPsfAFF • Earn $500 or more weekly

Auimntcamp Director, Bus!·
neu Manager, Health sup8fVIsor, urit counselors and 188dera. waaerfnri. rappelng,
horseback. nature, arta ilnd
Cf'afta, canoeing and coolcs
needed for the summer at Girl
Scout C8fY1) S)'C81'1l01a ...s.
Contact Ch81totte Palmer,
CumbertandVeleyG.S.C., Box
40488, Nuhvlle, TN 37204or
8151'J83.0480.
EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·

atufflng envelopee at home.
Send long SASE to: Country

LMng Shoppefs. Depl A26,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727·1 ns.

Due to a types etting
error in the March 19
edition of
The Murray State News,
the Terrapin Station a d
read:

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - fisheries.

Earn $600+/waek In canner' " or $4,000+/month on fish·
lng boats. Free transport.&·
tlonl Room and BoardI Over
8,000 openings. No experience neceesary. Male or FeINIIe. For ~~ program call1· 206-s.c.s-.4155ext.

ORS - expet1enoe required for
summer poeltion at Girt Scout
camp Sycamore His. Contact A5538
Chwlolte Palmer, Cumberland
Valfly G.S.C., Box 0466, Students to help teat mart<et
Nutwlle, TN 37204 or 61& new ~ this summer.
Must be willing to canvas door
383-0480.
HEALTH SUPERVISOR · RN
or Pararneclc oer1ltlc:8tloo required for tummer potltlon at
Girt Scout camp Sycamore

$2 OFF new and used
cassettes and CD's .

todoor. Uveathome. Beyour
own boss. Fantastic earning
potential for self star1er. Respond ASAP to: RAINBOW
MARKETING, P.O. Box 110,
Somer1et. KY -42502-011 o

Hla. ConlactChertaae Palmer,
CUnbertand Vallgy G.S.C., Box
40488, Nashville, TN 372G4 or Wllderneu camp • camp
Counaelorl to wolf( with youth61 &'383-0480.
at·rtsk. One year college or
related WOI'k expet1e noe reINDEX
quired. Contact: Ute AdvenGREEK/PERSONAlS
ture Camp, 1122 Qak Hill Dr.,

AOCMMTES

Lexington, KY .a505. 606·
252-4733.

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HB..PWANTED
LOST &FOUND

Help save a life · Don't let your
friends drtnk and drivel
Help those aroond you have a
good day • Be kind to fNery·
one you come In contact with •

RIDES

..:.

This was incor rect. The
ad should h ave read:
$2 OFF all n ew and u sed
CD's only.
We're sony for any
inconvenien ce this may
have cau sed.

'Wisliing tfu 6est of Cue~ to
Tri Sigma congratulates
.9lmy ~Ditt
Tma Joftn.son

· in tlie 'Miss 'Murray State Pageant
We are proua of you!

Lovet the sisters of

Sigma Sigma Sigma:JI

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

ClosOO 00 weekends and holidays.

Congratulations and many
thanks to the brothers of
Sigma Chi on another
awesome Derby Days!
:·· ·. We had a great week!

HELP WANTED

Love, your sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma

A ·
,.:.,

Catlierine Schwier as 'lJirector
Xjm Leafora ana '1Je6ra 'Draper
as Clioreograpliers of tlie

Miss MSU Pageant!

'~
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MINORITY
Continued from Page 1

the most progress toward its
40 percent goal with an
average progress of 29
percent.
"We arc doing several
things to try to attract. and
keep
African-American
students," Booth said. "For
instance , we have over
$100,000 in the Mill
Scholarship program, and we
hope to add a lot more."
Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions for Murray State,
said 30 Mill Scholarships
will be offered to AfricanAmerican st.udcnt.s next
year.
"Schools with higher
minority populations such as
the University of Kentucky
or the University
of
Louisville put a great deal of
money
into
minority
scholarships," Bryan said.
"That's vL ..t we are doing
with the Mill Scholarships."
Murray State currently has
357
African-American
students on campus. They
make up 4.36 percent of the
student population.
"Our retention study showed
Kilntucky African-American
students are less likely to
have
a
pre-college
curriculum. To help improve
retention rates here, we are
working with middle school
students and emphasizing
th£> iniportance of the precollege curriculum to success
in college."
Other things that are being
done to attract AfricanAmerican
students
to
Murray State include:
• adding another minority
recruiter in the office of

March 26, 1993

Mino rity Make-up
Percentage of minorities in faculty and administration:
Eastern (EKU)

Murray (MSU)

minority
administrators

2.6%

1.8%

minority f&cutty

1.4%

2.5%

professional
non-faculty

' 1.9%

9.8%
Graphtc by HEAlliER BEGLEY

school relations;
• purchasing minority tapes
from ACT;
• expanding Black Honors
Day as part of Fall Senior
Day;
• opening the Black Student
L~adership Conference to
area high school students;
• recruiting more heavily in
the Louisville-Jefferson
County area through radio
ads on stations with
primarily African-American
audiences and;
• sending recruiters to the
community colleges in this
area.
Murray State officials have
oleo been working on the
percentages of AfricanAmerican administrators,
faculty and staff.
''We have increased the
minority faculty each of the
last five years," Booth said.
"We had 11 black faculty
members in 1992-93 which is
3.3 percent of the faculty. Our
goal is 3.9 percent. For next
year, we have hired one
additional (black) faculty
member and are awaiting
acceptance of three others."
The problem for Eastern
Kentucky University is not
student enrollment. The
pr,oblem is retention and

graduation rates for those
students.
''We exceed our minority
enrollment goal," said Doug
Whitlock, executive assistant
to Hanly Funderburk,
president
of
Eastern
Kentucky University.
"We have always made a
good faith effort in this area,
but we will be far more
aggressive in searching for
minority applicants for
university jobs in the
future," Whitlock said.
Northern
Kentucky
University's problem does
not come from the percentage
of
minority
students
enrolled; the problem is that
many of those students are
from Ohio which is only
minutes
away.
The
percentage of the students
who are Kentucky residents
presents the problem.
"It's difficult to get
African-Americans from
Kentucky to come here
because only 1.8 percent of
the population of this area is
African-American," said
Leon Boothe, president of
NKU. "Another problem was
we had very few housing
facilities until recently
because we have a large
commuter population."

Photo by TIM NOLCOX

WATER WATER EVERYWHERE
Pogue Library Is reflected in a p udd le after a recent rain storm. Murray has lived
up to Its knlckname "Muddy State" t h is week after several days of rain kept
students under wraps.

with the orchestra while· the
symphony has actively
recruited from Murray's
music · pro3"ram.

MUSIC
Continued from Page 1

The support does not stop at
the doors of the Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
Charles • Manchester,
general manager of the
Paducah Symphony, said a
special boat·d meeting was
called for Thursday night to
deal with tbP. possible loss.
Members of the symphony
have regulcrly performed

Tuesday
before
the
meeting, he J'laid he is not
sure what could be done to
help the string program. But
he said, a fight must be
raised to show support for the
"disintegrating department."
"Over the years the string
program has deteriorated,"
said the Munay State
alumnus.

If the schcol does not want
a vital program, Manchester
said, then the school should
cut the orchestra.
Currently music students
are required to perform at
lest seven semesters in a
campus-sponsored group.
If orchestra is dropped,
South said, it would leave no
option for the strings to
fulfill
this obligation.
Schumann said string
performers could sing in the
choirs, but that would not be
using their instruments.

Murray Laundry Center
On campus Pick-up & Delivery
Laundry Service & Dry Cleaning
Laundry service 50¢ lb. $5 minimum
TIMES ON LAST WEEKS PICK-UP
SCHEDULE WERE WRONG!
For exact location or more information
caB 759-2570

YOUR

CORN-AUSTIN®
®
~ucK6eaa

Yl{pfia (jamma 'De{ta

Congratulates.~

~Alpha Omi~~n Pi

on winning EX Derby Days! ~

New
Hong Kong
Restaurant

HEADQUARTERS

of fuck._ to our worul~iful Miss !MSV. cantfUfates!
9'"ou liave made us so proutf afreaay!
We {ove you!
Love, your sisters in !Jllpfta Sigma 5tlplia

1m

753-4488

Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m.
Daily Lunch Special $3.10
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

"Trust itt the Lord with
all your lreart."
1...---Pald

Advrrttsem~nl-----'

Sunday Buffet $5.75

11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Call for ca rry out orciena and more lnfonnatlon.
We cater parties, banquets & meeting•
and can •eat up to 200 people

Stressed Out?
Treat yourself to a relaxing massage from

.. Touch' For Health ..

IMassage Therapies I
•

"Point of No
Return" CRJ
"Ninja
Turtles nr·

(PG)

"Fire in the
Sky" (PGt3l

'Hear No
Evil'' (R)
Bargain Matinee's
Saturday 8l Sunday Only
Bargain Night Is Thursday

So

•

+Relieves muscle tension & stiffness
+ Increases flexibility
+ Stimulates cardiovascular system
+ Helps move oxygen & nutrient rich blood
through the circulatory system
+Accelerates many healing processes
+ Can relieve headaches & eyestrain
+Above all, Massage feels Good !

WESLEY FOUNDATION ADVISORY
BOARD
Announces the closing of the
Wesley Foundation for
Renovation of Faclllties, Re-evaluation of
Programs, and
Restructuring of Programs

WITNESS THE
RESURRECTION

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Special MSU Student Rates
Gift Certificates Available

•••••••••••••••••••••••
1400 A Hillwood Dr.
Murray, KY
(Behind Cains Chrysler)
502-753-7072

The United Methodist
College Fellowship
13 15 Payne St.
753-9859

{

•

